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I. Overview 

General Information 

List of Participants & Working Groups 

Programme Overview 

Daily Schedule 

Secretariat 



1. General Information 

Background 

We live in an era that is witness to ongoing tensions and conflicts among countries 

over historical issues, which tend to be amplified by each country's domestic politics. 

This is a time for us to work together to settle historical discord and create an agreed 

view of history. As part of these efforts, the Korean National Commission for UNESCO 

(KNCU), in cooperation with Sookmyung Women's University, organized the 4th 

International Youth Forum on Historical Reconciliation in August 2015. 

KNCU has committed itself to working towards a shared understanding of East Asia's 

historical past for many years, beginning with the International Forum on History 

Textbooks in the 21 st century, organized jointly with Germany in 1997. From 2007 to 

2011, KNCU addressed, and made efforts to help solve, the historical conflicts among 

East Asian countries by holding an annual expert forum, the International Forum on 

Historical Reconciliation in East Asia, with the participation of renowned historians 

from China, Japan, Vietnam, Thailand, and Korea. Since 2012, KNCU has successfully 

organized the International Youth Forum on Historical Reconciliation, with the aim of 

facilitating youth engagement on this issue, thereby contributing further to peace

building in East Asia. 

In 2015, the 4th International Youth Forum on Historical Reconciliation discussed 

the ways in which we can overcome nationalistic or state-centric views of history, 

and the important roles that youth can play in countries' cooperation and positive 

interactions in relation to common history. Youth, students and young activists were 

all encouraged to participate in this opportunity to work towards sustainable peace 

through historical dialogue. 

Objectives 

- To promote dialogue among youth in relation to World War II and the postwar 

order through the sharing of their different viewpoints 

- To encourage youth to share ideas on how to accomplish historical reconciliation 



via history textbooks 

- To enable youth to mutually understand each other's viewpoints and collaborate to 

promote peace at the global, regional, and national levels 

Date&Venue 

- 9-13 August 2015 / Sookmyung Women's University, Seoul, Korea 

Participants 

- 43 individuals between the ages of 18 and 30 

- Priority was given to individuals directly involved in historical reconciliation 

activities in their respective countries, with sufficient proficiency in English to give 

presentations and partake in discussions. 

Co-organizers 

- The Korean National Commission for UNESCO (KNCU) 

- Sookmyung Women's University 

MainTheme 

- History Textbooks and Shared Memories: World War II and the 70 Years After World 

WarII 

• Sub-theme 1 : Descriptions about World War II in Textbooks Worldwide 

• Sub-theme 2: Formation and Publication of History Textbooks 

• Sub-theme 3: The Role of Youth in the Creation of Joint History Textbooks and 

Shared Memories 

Lectu『es

- Open lectures were provided by the experts below, to give participants and the 

general public a basic outline ofthe themes: 

• Samsung Lee (Professor of Hallym University) 



• Yoonsoon Shin (Representative of the organization "Families of the Victims of 

Forced Conscription to Sakhalin'; Republic of Korea) 

• Uta Gerlant (Advisor to the Board of Directors of the Foundation "Remembrance, 

Responsibility, and Future") 

Languages 

- 10 August: Interpretation provided simultaneously in Korean and English. 

- 9, 11-13 August: English only 

FieldT『ip

- National Museum of Korean Contemporary History 



2. List ofParticipants 

No. Name Gender Unive『sity/College/School Nationality 

1 XuewenGong F Bellerbys College Brighton (UK) Chinese 

2 Chirag Jain M Seoul National University Indian 

3 Dhiraj Santdasani M CEPT University Indian 

4 Jay Patel M GujaratTechnological University Indian 

Dimitria lntan 
5 F Gadjah Mada University Indonesian 

Prasraya Duhita 

6 Nishrin Qowamuna F University of Indonesia Indonesian 

Universitas Mathla'ul Anwar 
7 Yogi lskandar M Indonesian 

Banten 

8 AyanoSato F Japan Women's University Japanese 

9 Hajime Makino M Osaka University Japanese 

10 Sunmin Lee F Yonsei University Korean 

11 Gyeongjoo Suk F Jeju National University Korean 
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13 Hansl Chang 
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Kyung Hee University Korean 
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Boston College Korean 
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Seoul Women's University 

Sogang University 
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19 

20 
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Yiseul Lee 

Areum Park 

Hyunmin Kim 

Chaerin Park 

Jiwoo Kim 
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F 

F 
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Hankuk University of Foreign 

Studies 
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Kyung Hee University 
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No. Name Gender University/College/School Nationality 

22 Jihyun Lee F University of Chicago Korean 

23 Haein Koh F Sookmyung Women's University Korean 

24 Jun Jegal M Korea University Sejong Campus Korean 

25 Youngchan Park M Handong University Korean 

26 Soonho Lee M Sungkyunkwan University Korean 

27 Daewoong Joo M The University of Queensland Korean 

28 HyunchanJung M Kyung Hee University Korean 

29 GyunbaeJoe M Sogang University Korean 

30 SehwaYoo M Chung-Ang University Korean 

31 HyunwookYoo M Yonsei University Korean 

32 Youjun Choi M King's College London Korean 

33 JinmoYang M Sogang University Korean 

34 Jeen vern Liew F Yonsei University Malaysian 

35 Uyanga Sukhbat F National University of Mongolia Mongolia 

36 Sarah Teo F National Heritage Board Singaporean 

37 Li An Huang M National Chengchi University Taiwanese 

38 Thanapa Ukaranun F Chiang Mai University Thai 

39 
Keereepak 

M 
International College, 

Thai 
Raksajjatham Bangkok University 

40 Nulu Nabunya F 
Seoul National University, 

Ugandan 
Language Centre 

41 Tedson Twesigye M Soongsil University Ugandan 

National Commission of 
42 Elbek Saidov M Uzbekistan 

Uzbekistan for UNESCO 

43 Thihoa Duy F Sungkyunkwan University Vietnamese 



List ofWorking Groups 

Team Name Nationality Team Name . 
~dLIUlldllLY 

Jay Patel Indian Hajime Makino Japanese 

Xuewen Gong Chinese Chirag Jain Indian 

Nulu Nabunya Ugandan Li An Huang Chinese 

A Sun Min Lee Korean B Youngchan Park Korean 

Jun Jegal Korean Soonho Lee Korean 

Gyeongjoo Suk Korean Daewoong Joo Korean 

Eunhee Heo Korean Hansl Chang Korean 

Nishrin 
Indonesian Ayano Sato Japanese 

Qowamuna 

Keereepak Thai Dimitria lntan 
Indonesian Raksajjatham Prasraya Duhita 

Sarah Teo Sinoaoorean 

Jeen vern Liew Malaysian 
Thihoa Duy Vietnamese 

C D 

Minhyeong Ki Korean Eunkyung Son Korean 

HyunchanJung Korean SehwaYoo Korean 

Kiyoun Kim Korean Yiseul Lee Korean 

GyunbaeJoe Korean HyunwookYoo Korean 

Dhiraj 
Indian 

Tedson 
Ugandan 

Santdasani Twesigye 

Uyanga Sukhbat Mongolian Yogi lskandar Indonesian 

Thanapa 
Thai Elbek Saidov i Uzbek 

E 
Ukaranun 

F 
JinmoYang Korean Chaerin Park Korean 

Areum Park Korean Jiwoo Kim Korean 

Hyunmin Kim Korean Jihyun Lee Korean 

Youjun Choi Korean Haein Koh Korean 



3. Programme Overview 

| Time Content 

-14:00 Arrival & Registration 

15:00-16:00 Orientation 

09Aug. 
16:00-18:00 Group Discussion 

(Sun) 

18:00-19:00 Dinner 

19:00-21 :00 Ice Breaking 

08:00-09:00 Breakfast 

09:30-10:00 Registration 

10:00-10:30 Opening Ceremony 

10:30-12:00 Panel Discussion Session: History,Youth and Peace 

10Aug. 12:00-13:30 Lunch 

(Mon) 13:30-15:00 Lecture 1 : Prof. Samsung Lee 

15:00-15:50 Special Lecture: Yoonsoon Shin 

16:00-17:30 Lecture 2: Uta Gerlant 

17:30-19:00 Dinner 

19:00-21 :30 Group Discussion 

08:00-09:00 Breakfast 

09:00-14:30 FieldTrip 

11 Aug. 15:00-18:00 Dinner 

(Tue) 

18:00-19:00 
Preparation for HistoryTextbook Exhibition/ 

Campaign 

19:00-21 :30 Group Discussion 



| Time Content 

08:00-09:00 Breakfast 

09:00-12:00 Group Discussion 

12:00-13:00 Lunch 

13:00-15:00 
Preparation for HistoryTextbook Exhibition/ 

Campaign 
12Aug. 

(Wed) 
15:00-16:30 

Moving to the Exhibition/ 

Campaign Venue 

16:30-18:30 
HistoryTextbook Exhibition/ 

Campaign Session 

18:30-20:00 Dinner (Outside) 

20:30-22:00 Final Discussion and Presentation Preparation 

08:00-09:00 Breakfast 

13 Aug. 
09:00-11 :30 Presentation 

{Thu) 
11 :30-12:30 Closing Ceremony 

12:30-14:00 Luncheon 



4. DailySchedule 

-14:00 

09 August (Sunday} 

Arrivals and Registration 

Registration 

Orientation 

15:00-16:00 I Announcement of general information (programme, schedule, 

regulations & guidelines) ofthe forum 

16:00-18:00 I Group Discussion 

18:00-19:00 I Welcoming Dinner Han Sang Eun Lounge 

19:00-21 :00 I Ice-Breaking 

08:00-09:00 

09:30-10:00 

10:00-10:30 

10 August (Monday) 

Breakfast Myung-Jae Hall cafeteria / Sook-In Hall cafeteria 

Public Registration 

Opening Ceremony 

- Opening Speech: Mr. Dongseok Min (Secretary-General, KNCU) 

-Welcoming Speech: Dr. Sunhye Hwang (President, Sookmyung 

Women's University) 

Panel Discussion Session 

• Moderator: Dr. Jaejeong Chung (Former Director, Northeast 

Asian History Foundation) 

10:30-12:00 I • Panel Members: 

- Dr. Hosaka Yuji (Professor, Sejong University) 

- Ms. Uta Gerlant (Advisor, EVZ Foundation) 

- Ms. Haein Koh (Participant Representative) 



12:00-13:30 i Lunch Cafeteria 

13:30-15:00 

15:00-15:50 

Lectu『e 1 

Dr. Samsung Lee (Professor, Hallym University) 

-The Postwar World and the East Asian International Order: 

the Structure ofConfrontation andTension, and Peace 

Special Lecture 

Ms. Yoonsoon Shin (Representative, "Families of the Victims 

of Forced Conscription to Sakhalin") 

- Retrospection and testimony 

Lecture 2 

16:00-17:30 • Ms. Uta Gerlant (Advisor, EVZ Foundation) 

- Shared memories and cultures 

Dinner Cafeteria 

19:00-21 :30 
Group Discussion 

Descriptions about World War II in Textbooks Worldwide 

11 August (Tuesday) 

07:30-08:30 B『eakfast Myung-Jae Hall cafeteria / Sook-In Hall cafeteria 

08:45-13:30 Field Trip National Museum of Korean Contemporary History 

15:00-18:00 
Group Discussion 

Formation and Publication of HistoryTextbooks 

18:00-19:00 Dinner Cafeteria 

Preparing Exhibition and Campaign 

19:00-21 :00 • Preparation for history textbook exhibition and related 

campaign 



08:00-09:00 B『eakfast Myung-Jae Hall cafeteria / Sook-In Hall cafeteria 

Group Discussion 

09:00-12:00 The Role ofYouth in the Creation ofJoint HistoryTextbooks and 

Shared Memories 

12:00-13:00 Lunch Cafeteria 

13:00-15:00 
Prepa『ing Exhibition 

Exhibition and Campaign Preparation 

15:00-16:30 
Preparing Exhibition 

Moving to Exhibition/Campaign venue 

16:30-18:30 
Exhibition & Campaign 

Exhibition & Campaign Session 

Dinner 
18:30-20:00 

Dinner with group members 

Final Discussion 
20:30-22:00 

Preparing final report of group results & presentation 

13 August (Thursday) 

08:00-09:00 I Breakfast Myung-Jae Hall cafeteria I Sook-In Hall cafeteria 

Presentation 

09:00-11 :30 ! Group results, report from Daily Journalists, Exhibition and 

Campaign results 

11 :30-12:30 
Closing Ceremony 

Closing and Awards Ceremony 

12:30-14:00 l Farewell Luncheon Han Sang Eun Lounge 



5. Secretariat 

Korean National Commission for UNESCO 

• Mr. Sangkyoo Kang (Director, Division of Sciences) 

• Ms. Cindy Siyeon Rim (Senior Programme Specialist, Division ofSciences) 

• Ms. Claire Sujung An (Programme Assistant, Division of Sciences) 

• Mr. Minsung Kim (Forum Staff, Division of Sciences) 

• Ms. Chaerin Song (Forum Staff, Division of Sciences) 

• Mr.Taedong Kim (Forum Staff, UNESCO Global Citizenship School) 





II. Programme Details 

Orientation & Ice-breaking 

Group Presentations 

Opening Ceremony 

Open Lectures 

Group Discussion on Forum Themes 

Field Trip 

Exhibition/Campaign 

Final Presentations 

Closing Ceremony 



1. Orientation & Ice-breaking Session 

The Forum Secretariat provided information about the forum's overall background, 

purpose, and details of the programme before the main forum. The coordinator 

further elaborated on the significance of youth action regarding the issue of historical 

reconciliation, as well as the aim of the Korean National Commission for UNESCO in 

organizing the Fourth International Youth Forum on Historical Reconciliation. After 

the formal commencement of the forum, the participants took time to get to know 

each other. There were various activities in the ice-breaking session, which allowed 

participants to learn more about their fellow participants and share details about 

themselves and their motivations for participating in the forum in a fun and relaxed 

manner. 

2. Group Presentations 



Participants were divided into six groups and given two hours to give individual 

presentations on the essays that they had each submitted prior to the forum on 

the three sub-themes of the forum, and to discuss the contents of the essays. The 

participants in each group also elected a leader and a vice leader for their group, and 

outlined the goals that their group hoped to achieve through the forum. 

Group A (Leader: Jane Gong) agreed that the differences in textbooks can be 

attributed to socio-political economic motivations. They also emphasized the 

importance of having an independent 3rd party setting up a platform for people to 

exchange ideas on historical reconciliation. The group aimed to understand each 

other better, be objective, unbiased, and come up with an idea relating to the forum's 

theme that will be ofsubstantial benefit to their local communities. 

Group B (Leader: Daewoong Joo) centered their discussion on India & Pakistan"s 

complex relations, and they aimed to devise a practical action plan that will benefit 

youth and future generations. Meanwhile, Group C (Leader: Minhyung Ki) came 

up with a multi-faceted goal, which they encapsulated in SCs - Curious, Critical, 

Cooperative, Creative and Crazy. 'Curious' stood for always asking questions; 'Critical' 

for making decisions based on careful judgment; 'Cooperative' for establishing good 

rapport and supporting each other throughout the forum;'Creative'for their intention 

to find engaging ways to draw others' attention to their project; and 'Crazy' as a 

reminder not to forget to fully enjoy themselves as they learn. 

Group D (Leader: Eunkyung Son) targeted the steps and methods necessary for 

universally acceptable textbooks, while Group E (Leader: Jinmo Yang) placed their 

focus on emphasizing the differences between textbooks, the 70th anniversary of 

WWII, the meaning of peace and what it means to be a global entity. 

Group F (Leader: Elbek Saidov) stressed the importance and feasibility of using art 

to promote historical reconciliation. They argued that art can be a viable means to 

display interesting but sensitive forms of history because art, on the whole, is less 

politicized and contains more of the element of respect. Additionally, they held a 

discussion pertaining to the history textbooks of Korea, China and Japan, focusing on 

what has been done to overcome regional conflicts, the challenges these 3 nations 

are currently facing, and strategies to deal with these problems. 



오 Opening Ceremony 
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The Opening Ceremony began with a commencement speech by the KNCU Secretary 

General, Dongseok Min, followed by congratulatory remarks given by the President 

of Sookmyung Women"s University, Sunhye Hwang. Both speakers emphasized 

the importance of historical reconciliation, and the role of youth in this. They also 

conveyed their enthusiasm about, and full support for, the 2015 International Youth 

Forum, and the attendant expansion of youth involvement in the matter of historical 

reconciliation, and specifically history textbooks and shared memories. 

4. PanelDiscussion Session 

.1 11 1 on Historical Reconciliation 

: 제2차세계대전과종전 70년 



The forum began with a panel discussion session on the major issues surrounding 

the theme of the role of youth in historical reconciliation, conducted by three 

renowned experts and one student from Sookmyung Women's University. The 

session was moderated by Dr. Jaejeong Chung, former Director of the Northeast 

Asian History Foundation, and the panel members were Dr. Hosaka Yuji, Professor 

at Sejong University, Ms. Uta Gerlant, Advisor at the EVZ Foundation, and Ms. Haein 

Koh, a student of Sookmyung Women's University acting as representative of the 

participants. The panel discussion session was followed by a series of three lectures 

that were open to the general public. 

5. Open Lectures 

The open lecture sessions were conducted by three renowned experts who 

presented on major issues relating to the forum's theme of History Textbooks and 

Shared Memories: World War II and the 70 Years After World War II. 

Professor Samsung Lee (Hallym University), presented on the topic of'the Postwar 

World and East Asian International Order; outlining the background to the postwar 

world and current East Asian international order, in order to explain the current 

conflicts and tensions in East Asia. Professor Lee also offered his vision for a lasting 

peace in East Asia. 

Ms. Yoonsoon Shin, a representative from the organization Families of the Victims of 

Forced Conscription to Sakhalin, then gave a special lecture about her experience of 



losing her father when he was sent by the Japanese to Sakhalin as a forced laborer 

during World War II. She indicated that wars do not end for the families of those 

who have disappeared until their loved ones return home, and urged the younger 

generation to remember the sorrowful history and brutality of war in order that it not 

be repeated. 

Finally Ms. Uta Gerlant delivered a lecture entitled 'Coming to terms with the injustice 

of National Socialism in Germany; describing the ways in which Germany has been 

dealing with the past atrocities ofthe Nazi regime. She pointed out that reconciliation 

takes time but is not impossible; dealing with the past is an open-ended process with 

no particular'end'in sight. 

6. Group Discussion on Forum Themes 

Participants were divided into six groups for in-depth discussions on the forum's 

topic. First, participants gave individual presentations on the essays that they had 

prepared and submitted before the start of the forum, presenting their interpretation 

and ideas on the forum's sub-themes. While exchanging opinions with each other, 

the participants began to find common ground, allowing them to set their team's 

direction and group goals. Their discussions also directed their campaign planning 

and their final report. 



7. Field Trip 

On the third day of the forum, participants visited the National Museum of Korean 

Contemporary History, where they were able to learn about Korea's recent history of 

colonialism, war, poverty and rapid industrialization. The participants then proceeded 

to lnsa-dong where they had the opportunity to experience traditional Korean 

culture through its products and foods. 

8. Exhibition/Campaign 

On the fourth day, the participants in the forum conducted a special street exhibition/ 

campaign to raise awareness of the differences in descriptions of history found in 

textbooks from various countries. The participants had been divided into three teams, 



each made up of two groups, on the first day of the forum and since then they had 

been working hard to prepare for the street exhibition/campaign. They were very 

excited to share the outcome of their discussions during the forum with the public on 

the street. Groups A & B's campaign was held on Yonsei-ro in Shinchon, while Groups 

B & C went to lnsa-dong, and Groups E & F's campaign was held in Hongdae. 

9. FinalPresentations 

On the last day, before the closing ceremony, each group prepared to give a final 

presentation on the themes of the forum. First of all, each of the group leaders 

presented the final version of their group's 'Final Report; a report on the theme of the 

forum, from the perspective of youth. Following this, the campaign team leaders and 

journalist group each gave a presentation about what they had achieved during the 

forum. 

10. Closing Ceremony 

The Closing Ceremony was held after the final presentations. Dr. Lim Hyun-Mook (an 

Assistant Secretary General at KNCU) gave a speech congratulating the participants 

on the success of the forum, and awarded certificates to all participants. Following 

this, the ceremony was brought to a happy close with a slideshow of photos showing 

the highlights ofthe week. 







Ill. Presentations 

Group Presentations 

Final Reports 

Exhibition/Campaign 

Journal 
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Theme 1 

"Descriptions about World War II in Textbooks Worldwide" 

Asia Western Countries 

Korea Germany 
Japan United States 



Asia 

l(orea 
Japan 
China 
Singapore 
Vietnam 

Western Countries 

Germany 
United States 
USSR 

跡$T 和$0A @＠oo乳,0@T

Singapore 
• Occupied from 

1942 -1945 

/ 
Vietnam 
• Occupied from 1940 - 1945 '+ 

l《O『ea
• Occupied from 1910 - 1945 

China 
• Occupied from 1940 - 1945 

Taiwan 
• Occupied from 1895 - 1945 



Alleged Japanese War 
Comfort Women 

Forced Labour 

Mass Killings 

Looting of Resources 

· ,mes 
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Reinforce the need 
for the formation 
and publication of 
objective, unbiased 
history textbooks 

1 that are 



Theme 2 
11Formation and Publication of History Textbooks" 

distinction between fo『mation and publication of history ✓ 
textbooks 

안)劉翰射『關)OO @『 'ii'印XT製@@節$
(creation of the content of the histo"f_ textbooks) 

안)劉싸AT0@OO @『 'ij'應XT對@@閣$
(creation of the content of the history textbooks) 
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對腦\홉$10@ 

One Goverment 
produced textbook 

Positive 

• coherence 
• standardization 

Negative 

• narrow-mindedness 

• lack of perspectives 

Several publishing 
companies produced books 

Positive 

• improved quality from 
competition 

Negative 

• subjected to biasness of 
company 

懿@關)OO씨L 
Achieved through historical reconciliation and formation of joint history textbooks 

Three Step Approach 

1. Government Acknowledegement 
2. Formation of lndependant Third Party Committee 
3. Adherance 

.. ‘ 
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(dissemination. printing and distribution of history textbooks} 

• 

• 

• Showcase multiple point of views 

• Strong Media support 

• Should not be an economical issue 

• Driven by proper fundamental motivations 
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• youths are direct recipients for the textbooks 
• future pillars of society 
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Theme 3 
The Role of Youth in the Creation of Joint History 
Textbooks and Shared Memories 



R土 of youth in crea6ng te xtbooks in 
their own countries 

1 。 D0假있@v 

@A翰節씨0@OO思尉$ 
• campaigns 
• protests 
• initiatives 



2。 W©@/A{LOZ恩假
• international support 
• utilizing media to broadcast 
• social network and mass media 

정。@＠oooo있@w@假 
• butte『 between youths and 

government 
• encourage youth led projects 
• create depth of understanding 
• greater insights and feedback 



4。 霞側朋@術M)恥$
• mutual growth between youths as 

they learn from one another 
• increase more youth's interest in 

history 
• guide youths to take action 

• 

/ 
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짧OO@兪T T邸劉翰 兪©묘$ 
1. Participant 
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• encourage youth participation 

•. in politics 
• cultivate open mindedness 
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Hajime Makino, Chirag Jain, U An Huang, Young Chan Park, Soonho Lee, Hans/ 
Chang, Jimmy Joo 

Question1. Description about World War II in Textbooks Worldwide 
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The formation and publication of History textbook 

Question2. Formation and Publication of History Textbooks 

To fix issues of publishing and forming 

textbooks in a way they want, young people 

have a critical responsibility in terms of 

awaring truths and needs of correct education. 



Question2. Formation and Publication of History Textbooks 

But any radical change in the history 

should pass through the 

Question2. Formation and Publication of History Textbooks 

H]'wever, that can be regarded as not caring 
aboutj the destruction during the war to the 



Question2. Formation and Publication of History Textbooks 

s I think, reconciliation between 
Korea and Japan can be made only 
under the condition of the post 
nationalism. In this respect, 'German 
model' is a good example for them. 

Question2. Formation and Publication of History Textbooks 

Countries should still have thein own 
:interpretatIOn of hIStory, but the 』hlStory

ducation should be in peaceful purAose of 
;understanding instead of spreading hatretl. 



Question2. Formation and Publication of History Textbooks 

Differences of education, youth have 

pinion compared with older generation. 



Question 3. The Role of Youth in the Creation of Joint History Textbooks and Shared Memories 

Limited control of creation for joint 

history textbook. 

Still have a path to go through 

Using power of the youth 

Question 3. The Role of Youth in the Creation of Joint History Textbooks and Shared Memories 

- l -



Question 3. The Role of Youth in the Creation of Joint History Textbooks and Shared Memories 

— 
Question 3. The Role of Youth in the Creation of Joint History Textbooks and Shared Memories 

헐운 른편D 



What is vour qro뽀’s idea for implementation on this subject? 

Make a database of international history books (in English) so people 

rom different countries can access alternative perspective to historical 

1events 

What is your group's idea for implementation on this subject? 

Translate or acquire documentaries on historical events made by 
egional producers and upload them on youtube. This would allow easy 
ccessibility to information about alternative interpretation of history. 

國二

잡고문헌 

참고문헌 



감고문헌 

What is your group 's idea for implementation on this subject? 

• Make a group of people who would regularly spread awareness about 
the issue on the internet and facebook. 

• Make events such as international friendship day to boost the 
friendship between countries. 

What is your group 's idea for implementation on this subject? 
참고문헌 

To boost handicraft and traditional art of the partners country, people in 
1one country can set up handicraft stores in their country and sell handicraft 
rom the other partners country. 
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The future is tougher 

Like we have done 
for the past four nights 
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♦ ♦ 
Cri l ica l ('· 술 lWl() l I s ( ()() |)(\ra I i\ (` 

♦ ♦ 
( r( `{ l l i\(` ;l '/‘ ' ' 

So… What Are We Going to C Today? 
r- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
; ♦ Stuff about textbooks (obviously) and what they say 

:about World War 11 

난 Where do textbooks come from? 

: ♦ It's not just about textbooks, it's also about you! 



WWII in History Textbooks Worldwide 

Indonesia I Malaysia I Singapore 
South 
Korea Thailand 

+ Focus: 
Japanese 
Occupation in 
Indonesia and 
struggle to 
achieve 
independence 
+ Promotes 
nationalism, 
patriotism and 
spirit of unity 
a nd diversity 

WWII in History Textbooks Worldwide 

Indonesia I Malaysia I Singapore 
South 
Korea Thailand 

♦ Focus: 
Japanese 
Occupation 1n 
Indonesia and 
struggle to 
achieve 
independence 
♦ Promotes 
nationalism, 
patriotism and 
spirit of unity 
and diversity 

♦ WWII given 
very little 
emphasis 
(summarised in 
three pages!) 

_ 



WWII in History Textbooks Worldwide 

Indonesia I Malaysia I Singapore 

♦ Focus: 
Japanese 
Occupation 1n 
Indonesia and 
struggle to 
achieve 
independence 
♦ Promotes 
nationalism, 
patriotism and 
spirit of unity 
and diversity 

♦ WWII given ♦ Focus: 
very little Cruelty of 
emphasis Japanese 
(summarised in Occupation 
three pages!) and the 

subsequent 
struggle to 
achieve 
independence 

_ _ 

South 
Korea Thailand 

WWII in History Textbooks Worldwide 

Indonesia I Malaysia I Singapore 
South 
Korea 

♦ Focus: 
Japanese 
Occupation 1n 
Indonesia and 
struggle to 
achieve 
independence 
♦ Promotes 
nationalism, 
patriotism and 
spirit of unity 
and diversity 

♦ WWII given ♦ Focus: ♦ Focus: 
very little Cruelty of Japan's 
emphasis Japanese invasion - three 
(summarised in Occupation lines on 
three pages!) and the Germany, Italy, 

subsequent but ~15 lines for 
struggle to Japan 
achieve ♦ Japan's 
independence invasion -

emphasis on l damage to 
Korea 

Thailand 



WWII in History Textbooks Worldwide 

Indonesia I Malaysia I Singapore 
South 
Korea Thailand 

♦ Focus: 
Japanese 
Occupation in 
Indonesia and 
struggle to 
achieve 
independence 
♦ Promotes 
nationalism, 
patriotism and 
spirit of unity 
and diversity 

♦ WWII given ♦ Focus: ♦ Focus: ♦ Started out 
very little Cruelty of Japan's as neutral 
emphasis Japanese invasion - three country to 
(summarised in Occupation lines on avoid conflicts, 
three pages!) and the Germany, Italy, but after Japan 

subsequent but ~ l5 lines for invaded 
struggle to Japan Bangkok 1n 
achieve ♦ Japan's 194l, agreed 
independence invasion - to be on the 

emphasis on Axis side l damage to 
Korea 

WWII in History Textbooks Worldwide 

Indonesia I Malaysia I Singapore 
South 
Korea Thailand 

♦ Focus: 
Japanese 
Occupation 1n 
Indonesia and 
struggle to 
achieve 
independence 
♦ Promotes 
nationalism, 
patriotism and 
spirit of unity 
and diversity 

♦ WWII given ♦ Focus: ♦ Focus: ♦ Started out 
very little Cruelty of Japan's as neutral 
emphasis Japanese invasion - three country to 
(summarised in Occupation lines on avoid conflicts, 
three pages!) and the Germany, Italy, but after Japan 

subsequent but -15 lines for invaded 
struggle to Japan Bangkok in 
achieve ♦ Japan's 1941 , agreed 
independence invasion - to be on the 

emphasis on Axis side 

l 
damage to 
Korea 





The striped drass takes up most of the 冠me in this phoIo, ` 
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WWII in History Textbooks Worldwide 
r- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
!• Differences in ideology influence the description of 

:textbooks from different countries 

: ♦ Should promote INTERNATIONALISM besides national 

:integration 

: ♦ Need to eradicate the notion that history can only 

!be learnt through history textbooks 



Who's Behind the Textbooks??? 

-
Indonesia I Malaysia I Singapore 

South 
Korea Thailand 

♦ Commercia| ♦ Curriculum ♦ Government ♦ Mandatory ♦ Authoritarian 
publishers send with over- with 'nation- Korean history - regime, 
drafts to the emphasis on building' focus on unstable 
Ministry of the Malay race agenda modern era, government, so 
Education Japanese curriculum 

1 三三°\＼；ce 雲。n:eysear|y
two Koreas 



Why Are There Discrepancies? 

-,-------------------------------------------------------------------------------, 
; ♦ See the bigger picture! : : : 
!+ Discrepancies in memory 

"Is it the purpose of history textbooks to foster 
the nation-bui lding process or to rouse an 

interest in the past and respect for it?" 
(Gita Bajpa l History Textbook Writing) 

[m1(̀ rsl a nd ()Hwr.s! 

Nathan's C Princip les of Inclusion .. . 

A 

.\11 I i-
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(＇（사 0 1 1ia li s 1 11 ll m11a11 \ ·alu('s 

♦( ＇ I l | I I l ra I 
l·:cprnl il y 
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Ways to Make History… 

► Creativity ◄ 

@@ •®® 
"To give meaning and value to our history we 
must understand it, feel it, and think about it 

carefully." 
(Viro li) 



"Conversation doesn't have to lead to 
consensus about anything, especially 

not values; it's enough that it helps 
people get used to one another." 

(Appaiah) 

Enthusiasm & Enjoyment!!! 

-
: ✓ Go talk to strangers 

: ✓ "| wouldn't be so sure about that!!!" 

: ✓ Do what others don't (dare t이 do 

: ✓ MAKE A HISTORY! 



So… What's the Role of Youth? 

"Read widely, and without apology. Read 
what you want to read, not what someone 

tells you you should read." 
(Joyce Carol Oates) ’ 

Connecting With Others! 

표 園
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Connecting With Others! 
Tips from Yeriel: 
.... . ... . .... . ... .. ... 

! ❖ First, recognize that my perception is limited 

:❖ Then, find out how people of other backgrounds 

:view things 

:❖ Grab opportunities to meet other people! 

:❖ Start di 1scuss1ng issues 

!•:• To acknowledge and embrace different points of 

;view 

Taking Part in Others' Lives 



Meeting of Minds, if not Bodies 

Making Something Beautiful! 

-
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Group D 

final presentation 

'Historipedia' 

Son Eun-Kyung I Dimitria lntan I Ayana Sato 

Yoo Se-hwa I Lee Yi-seul I Yoo Hyun-wook I Thihoa Duy 

SUB-THEME 1 
"Description about World War II in Textbooks Worldwide" 

It's about numbers and no longer an expression of tragedy (for example: 
Japan's bomb dropping) 

The descriptions based on the winner of WWII. 

Biased history textbooks. 



SUB-THEME 2 
"Formation and Publication of History Textbooks" 

Formation without political intentions. 

Objective description without adjustment 

The idea of co-exist textbooks. 

SUB-THEME 3 
"The Role of Youth in the Creation ofJoint History Textbooks and Shared 
Memories" 

Joint history textbook is needed to build peace around the world and Youth 1s 
the key. 

69 



... ~ 
TEAM GOAL 

Steps and ways we need to take to accomplish the settlement of making 
'universally' history textbooks. 

`?` e~· ~A~ 
f ~<~:; 
广으로 











agreement 

• First description approved by neural party or organization (For exameple 
UNESCO or NGO} 

• Second descriptionsfrom respect countries about the same keyword 

• Adding other descriptionsfrom other countries 

75 



way to promote 

• Using Social media 

• Providing 'Certificate of contribution' 

• Held a briefing session of 'Historipedia' 

(example : promoting events of the applicat ion 'Line' in Vietnam) 

expectation 
{benchmarking the success of wikipedia) 

z H Number of articles 
on en w기l<ipecl,a org 

느 

’ r 
/' 

/ 
/ 

/' 

一¢

Neutrality + Spontaneous participation 

76 



our conclusion 

Making 'universally history textbook 

Respecting the diversity 

Formation of 'Historipedia' 

see you! 

U 
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CELEBRATING THE 70TH ANNIVEBSARYOF 
WW2: FROM HOSTlLlTY TO SOM6ARITY 

CONTENTS 

1. INTRODUCTION 

GROUP E 
DHIRAJ 

UYA NGA 

JI NM O 

ARE UM 

HYUNMIN 

HA RR Y 

PA 

2. SUB-THEME 1: Descriptionson World War II in Textbooks 

3 . SUB-THEME 1: Nationalistic approach in historytextbook 

4. SUB-THEME 2: Formation and Publ ication of History Textbooks 

5. SUB-THEME 3: Youth 's role in the publication ofjoint 

historytextbookand shared memories 

6. CONCLUSION 

7 . Q&A 



GROUP GOAL: FROM HOSTILITY TO GLOBAL IDENTITY 

DESCRIPTIONS ON WORLD WAR II IN TEXTBOOKS 

Korea 

Chronologica lly 

drvrded colonial era 

Unilateral Approac l1 

Japan vs Korea 

아 
Not involved d irectly 

international aspect 



DESCRIPTIONS ON WORLD WAR II IN TEXTBOOKS 

Middle man perspective: 
no blame on any party 

DESCRIPTIONS ON WORLD WAR II IN TEXTBOOKS 

® 
lndla 

How got 
independence 
Kashi mir issue 
(India vs Pa kistan) 



NATIONALISTIC APPROACH IN HISTORY TEXTBOOK 

• •
M 
••• 

•

국
 

• 

' |ength of 、
` COlonization J 

FORMATION AND PUBLICATION OF HISTORY TEXTBOOKS 

- .------ 1 :assie~fa~re or gover~ment-led approach ,j 
Example: Germa-ny vs Japan · · • vs 

------- 2 ~ame l_ib~~al proc~~ but different psycholog}/ 
Example: Korea and Germany ------- 3 Problem ofSelectivity: historians· research bias 

Example: Thailand. concealingthe history of World War II -------



YOUTH'S ROLE IN THE SHARED MEMORIES 

Academic: Participation in 
historica l reconc il iation-related 
forums 

Dailyinteraction: efforts to raise 
empathetic ability 

SNS and Fan아Approach: 

Using popular webpages and 

fun ny, lighter material 

Formingpublicopinion: raising 
historical awareness and promoting 
consensus on the textbook issue 

Building i nstitutional frameNork: 
national-and international-level 
organizations to cou nter nationalistic 
approaches 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

1. Reducing nationalistic approach 

- with the virtue of patience; it takes time! 

- Amplifying international communication 

2. Fostering critical understanding over history 

3. Distinguishing patriotism and nationalism 

4. Need for International publication institution 



Q&A 
Please raise your hand 

if you have any questions regarding our presentation! 

Thank you for your 
attention 
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Forum in aforum -
forumception 

GroupF 

다, 

1onso 
exthook 

Existing descriptions 

problems 

Suggestions 



Distorted, glorified, 
exaggerated 

Teachers approach 

Suggestions - things to 
consider/ mindset 

'Why do we study history?' 

Reconciliation as a LONG process 

Respect ` ̀ ` r 



Ask: Why do we study 
history? 

Fascinating Identity 

History as art 

To learn from mistakes 

cognizing reconciliation 
ong and complex proc 

."'m·,.a compon··tion "'d • nnu. ll, 

兪
S1.1 BILLION 

There is by no means an easy, straightforward \ath 
Multiple actors, multilateral agreements, leadership 



ers and Losers . 
Big picture 

48,231,700 

Souree : http : IImrchronic1e . com/numbers/l1l1II Ideaths . ht麗

ECT - phrasing 
guestion rig~t 

Why did 48, 231, 700 people have to die? How can 뽀 
~from repeatingitself? 

PHRASING our question: 

Whose firnll was it? VS What were the key~ 
factO『l! that culminated to a bloody war? 

Study of CAUSES 



Suggestions on CONTENT 

Descriptions of WHAT? 

Compilation and chance to analyze key but~ actors, key CAUSE~ 
that interplayed to start and escalate WWII 



PHASIS 2 : Past case 

Not a sign of weakness, but of to acknowledge 
past mistakes and focus on building a better future 

HASIS 3: Role of Lead 

Thinking about how we can influence our leaders and about our 
role as citizens of a nation 



Opportunity to consider alternate 
per!ipe~tives 

Reference poi'nts 

많 鬪:「a:n:：:IBnRaIt?oGn:
Cambridge International School 

How students learn 
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Bow students lear 

- 2 -

Topic I C" '", pmdic., .nd e"“” of w. m 

,. ''Thc roIc of"e ""記e mtES from 1919 to 1920 m 여"ing "e &cood World War 泊s km "eatIy 
em邸ra따.” To what CXEnt 心 "ua한 Wi山 山is sWC血m'?

2. 'F:n??:; 2°u잡:도드三굽尸幻 g血ml1a wa" am a 低isive faa0『 in t .. OOIQme of E o 

3. C이"m ·nd oontrasnhc mIc of"OOem,c f~om m thc outbmak of mo wmt,cth cmtmy w"S. 
"ch c""n from a d'ffcmnt m硏on-

4. A요" 山e onmbution of fom i"' intewm1'on to the outom of , Ither the Sp印ish CiviI War 
(1936-1939) " 山c N,.어血 CWiI War (1967- 1970). 

5. ~ru,I硏比 bng Cm 다 s回n. Ie《급급》.Ither the Nicm卽印 Reml"ion (1976-1979) '’ 
the lra止Iraq War (1980-1988) 

5도도i -::：우;:？:잉og,덱l dGcIopmm" '" mr and nava1 군am 

S ource, httoJ/ sh are . nan iin a - school com/d ohi storv/ oast- oaoers - an d - m ark- schem es 

Key Features 

There Is no one correct answer 

ltinlc.: .ictorn. tombi 

Prompts understanding of WHY differences in viewpoints exist 

Changing ~ of resentment, bitterness into one which 
seeks to understand more ~ 



Intermission 

Part I: UNESCO 

Part II: Curriculum Designing 



Ideas for facilitating 
joint collaboration 

一z`_

"［川
rof紅ence:

rf!1tohIIInm!l/IIII1군,'!Ii!l!l1단?f!lg!'nrg!II「!InI:w!I;；n / 

History of Humanity 

General History of Africa 

History of Civilizations of Central Asia 

General History of Latin America 

The Different Aspects of Islamic 
Culture 

General History of the Caribbean 

deas for facilitating 
joint collaboration 

一z`_

"[ 



ONE VS MULTIPLE 

textbook{s) 
One as a basis? 



0pen-minded • - Passionate 

mw沮
Adventurous Well Travelled/interna 

Liberal 

idening participaho 

TEAM GOAL: How to engage all types of youth? 

The very young 

Less interested 

Less active/motivated : CHAllENGE ACCEPTED 

l / I 
一— 上 _._、느 



Let's be INNOVATIVE 

INCENTIVES 

Key element of our suggested projects/actions 

BRAINSTORM: Innovative 
PROJECTS 

Arts exhibition - collaboration with a famous artist/performer to convey 
and highlight the shared elements of our histories and culture 

Overcomes the barrier of language 

Emotions delivered 

Accessibility of Art - enjoyable 

For child 『en: CARTOON 

-의 

;들 i預邊"
\--- 

ILlk 



(Cont.) 

Community outreach projects 

Giving away textbooks to orphanage or learning centers 
in need of materials 

a well thought out system of carefully selecting 
textbooks to be distributed 

·ng REAL use of t 
nline platform 

Platform emphasizing sustainability and continuity 

1. 'What we are doing now' page to show ~ 
~ participants organize after the forum 

• incentive: promoting participant's own university, and 
their successes, recognition by UNESCO 

2. Essay/Opinion submission competition 

• incentive: prizes sponsored by UNESCO 



ont. ) - SNS : we still n 
incentives 

1. Linkingwith lnstagram- using hashtags (#) 
for people to upload pictures that they 
think are worthy/needed to be included in 
textbooks 

• incentive: current popularityof 
lnstagram, being part of UNESCO 
campaign, UNESCO brand 

Superficial? 

EXPOSURE 

Target for more 

exposure + 
extra incentives 



we bring u chan 

ur status as STUDENT 

_ . . 

2 ` ’ ., .... ~ 
뺄 소` 

,L겁 r, 
一- Z 

` ` ‘ 一I ' 
드`` 

、 ' ` 

A special status acknowledged and respected by the public 
and politicians 



t of course, we cannot do 
this nlll• 

For effective change in diplomatic relations, what we need: 

~the youth with experts and professionals via 

internships (for involvingyouth directly in decision-making processes) 

u nlverslty cu rrlcu Iurn 

forums/conferences(such as UNESCO forum) 

more interactive aDDroach where studentslisten to eXDerts AND VICEVERSA 

Doublingthe legitimacy and urgencyof need to pursue historical reconciliation 

Future course of action 



Thank youfor your attention 



2. FinalReports 

Final Repo『t

4th International Youth Forum on Historical Reconciliation 

Adopted on 13thAugust 2015 

<臣다 R宁* 슈 &ouP A> 

Voice ofYouth on History Textbooks and SharedMemories 

Members: 

Jay Patel (Indian), Information Collector 

Jane Gong (Chinese), Group Leader 

Nulu Nabunya (Ugandan), Assistant to the Leader 
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I. Introduction 

1. Who Are We? 

It is one group, but more important thing is that there are different people from 

different environment. The seven members came from Korea, India, Singapore (also 

from China and UK), and Uganda. We were very excited about our time to share each 

one's ideas on world history and the roles of youths on historical reconciliation and 

joint history textbook. 

A Group PictureonAugust 1d", 2015 

2. The Role ofEach Team Members for One Goal 

The start of creating joint history textbook will be recognizing each individual as a 

potential partner to make a change in the world and each one's place. 

As a leader, Jane was appointed. She had experiences on diverse countries: born in 

China, grew in Singapore, studying in UK, so was good at communicating beyond 

the diverse countries. As a vice- leader, Eunhee was selected because she loved 

expressing what is happening by writing. So, she chose what she liked. And other 

team members found their role. 

The others made each divided group to build our project such as working on report, 

making presentation materials, preparing for campaign, and giving a presentation. 



Through this divided work, we realized cooperating is very essential to make a 

common plan. And each member has to know what other members are doing. 

We learned it is very important for each member to share what is going on our 

project and the same goal to make the world better. And the process should be very 

democratic when we have conversation by giving each member enough chance to 

speak out one's idea. And we should keep in mind to find middle ground to move to 

practical action. 

II. Body 

1. Summary ofGroup Discussions 

1 ) Sub-theme 1 : Descriptions about World War II in Textbooks Worldwide 

This is the result of what our group shared. World War II left many unsolved issues to 

many nations that were directly and indirectly involved in the event. The issues are 

still going on even though 70 years passed, so World War II is still in the present. That 

is why youth are important for historical reconciliation. While sharing our experience 

of learning history when we were teenagers, we realized some common issues of 

Korea, Singapore and other Asian nations are sharing. They were under Japan's 

political rule and the period left the issue of forced labors, comfort women, mass 

killing, and looting the resources ofthe colonized nations. 

Each member realized that each county's history textbook is describing on this issue 

with different context. That is because each government wants to justify the existence 

of it in the nation's history. And the extents are different depending on its formation 

and publishing. Youth need to know more about this issue because history textbook 

functions as giving first impression on history. Then, we decided to move to Theme 2 

on it. 

2) Sub-theme 2: Fo『mation and Publication of History Textbooks 

Generally there are two kinds of history textbooks. The one is a government 

designated textbooks, and the other is a private published or authorized companies. 



The advantage of first way is that the learners can learn a nation's history with only 

one standardized textbook. On the other hand, it might teach only single viewpoint 

about the history. 

The main advantage of private publication is that students can have chance to think 

critically because various ideas could be shared by different textbooks. However, if the 

publication companies think a publication as a economical measure, the quality of its 

contents cannot be guaranteed. Our team agreed with those publication procedures 

for history textbooks must not become economical issues. 

We believe main motivation of textbook should be educating students and youth to 

develop critical thinking skills. According to us, the first and most challenging step 

would be that government should not just admit the historical discrepancies of 

the current history textbooks from diverse countries, but also recognize that their 

descriptions are not perfect. 

Each Government'.s admittance to these historical discrepancies is the most impactful 

and direct way to kick start the dialogue to hopefully reach new consensus on these 

shared memories 

The second step would be the creation of an independent and neutral organization 

with international historical professors, scholars, and historians, who are capable to 

conduct a research and dialogue. The international cooperation can contribute to the 

reconciliation ofthe shared history. 

The last step is to ensure the adherence and accountability of nations to the outcome 

ofthejoint textbooks. It means other countries should force a certain country which 

would refuse the join history textbook to accept. 

Not only the formation but also distributions ofjoint history textbook are important. It 

will be useless if not many people don't know about the existence about the joint 

textbook. So we have to distribute as various as history textbooks by holding regular 

textbook exhibition in public. Finally, we compromised that it should be necessary 

for every his courses to have a joint textbook as a reference book, so that student can 

compare diverse descriptions by themselves. 



3) Sub-theme 3:The Role of Youth in the Creation of Joint Histo『y Textbooks 

and Shared Memories 

We gathered every idea based on the reflections on our last discussions. The activity 

was the most exciting to us because it was talking about future starting from now. 

This is the results of our premises on the steps for youth to be involved in historical 

reconciliation. First, as the role ofyouth, we should set up the whole process starting 

from local movement to global one. Second, we build the culture of trust and 

grassroots in our community. 

There is the exact action plan to make a notable change in difficult historical situations 

step by step. 

First, we youth become collectors who answer on the question by ourselves: "Does 

each nation's public education system encourage students to have discussion on 

history?" 

Second, we youth become vocalizers by utilizing SNS and mass media to share our 

ideas on the situation of history education al system and societies from different 

nations. In fact, youth are good at using social media with the public, and social 

media is very good mechanism for everybody to participate in sharing information. 

So, we actively need to utilize it. 

Third, we youth becomes connectors between younger and older generations. We 

youth need to take action to encourage every youth to know about the importance 

of historical education. It can be done by creating new media or campaigns as we did 

on august 12. 

Lastly, we youth become Educators by doing some projects with teenagers to help 

them to have insight into one nation and the world's history. 



2. Field Trip: Sharing Memories 

We visited the Museum of Kore'a Contemporary History to share each one's reflection 

on the contents of the exhibitions. Each one has different learning experiences of 

learning history in one's country and we felt the need to share them via some cases. 

The museum became the cases that could lead the all international members to think 

of their feedback on one country's description on its modern history. Let's jump into 

their inner mind. 

1 ) Eunhee Heo 

As Korean, the flow of our history is kind 

of acceptable, but I thought it may not be 

neutral to our international visitors. Korea,s 

history was usually focusing on justifying 

the existence of Korea's government. It also 

needs to cover notjust its accomplishments, 

but also mistakes, so that people can 

independently reflect on Korea's history 

and the relationship with other countries. 

FieldTriponAugust 11'",2015 
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The Old Flyer, Welcoming UN Committee 
for Founding South Korea 



2) Gyeongjoo Suk 

I think the content of the exhibition 

was described only with South Korea's 

• position. For example, the museum was 

strengthening that the North Koreans were 

the main cause of Korean War. I suggest it 

also needs to cover North Korea's position 

at that time by giving some documental 

evidence on it, so that people can think on 

it with diverse perspectives. 

3)Jega1Jun 

Document that Prove the Invasion • 
byNorth Korean Military 

I am interested in Korean soldiers' participants Vietnam War and studying about it 

with my Vietnamese friends. When I watched the part of the museum's description 

on Vietnam War, it was always focusing on Korea's economical benefit from the 

participation and Koreans' injuries. On the other hand, it does not cover the situations 

and influences oftheVietnamese victims during theVietnam War. 

경제적성과 

196-1년부터 1973년까지 연평균 硏 이상의 깅재성상을 이튼 
한 요인으로 에브납 전쟁 특수틀 들 수 있다. 기업은 블률 
군납과 현지 건설도 성재적 이익을 많이 보았고 Imo년외 예 
트남예 대한 수울 비산1 8. 따 사지하기도 하였다. 파병 
및 신설 사업으로 법어들인 10억 달러는 짝 겅제게발 5개년 
계획외 자급.o.소 쓰였다. 

고엽재피해 

Ill님 신%；； oI" “한 
고입뺄를 

되기이 

칙접 

군 

영할을 미서 악성 질명가 십여 小,.
II틸 '11을 기 

이른다. 

Description on Vietnam Warin The Museum 



Activities for visitors in a museum are 

very important to understand on the 

history better, such as trying to be 

sitting on the Korean president's seat, 

learning each country's symbol of its 

governments. On the other hand, on the 

issue of South and North Koreas and 

unification in the future, the exhibition 
Learning Each Nation'.s GovernmentalSymbol 

was not fully covering on that issue.The part is very crucial because it is very important 

for youths to recognize the remains ofthe Korean War into a present meaning. 

5) Nulu Nabunya 

Korea's Education system was improv

ing a lot, especially on arrangement in 

the classrooms. Fewer students in one 

classroom, better quality on healthy 

historical education. 

6)JaneGong 

One thing that surprised me very much 

during the field trip was the Korea's first 

president, Seungman Rhee(이승만)'s 

leadership. Representing democracy 

and freedom I was shocked when I 

found out that he rigged his third and 

fourth election results to continue 

being president. It made me think 

about how individual interests can also 

affect governmental interests, and this 

is something that I have never really 

considered about before. 



7)Jay Patel 

I think the museum gave me the lots of 

information about the history of Korea 

and how the evolution happened 

in Korea. Because of this visit to the 

museum, I felt the need to know about 

the meaning ofKorean flag. 

Group Photo at the Museum 

3. Campaign by Group A and 8 

Why did we meet the chance to have this campaign and exhibition? We finally 

realized the meaning of this forum by conducting it on the day for it. The Korean 

National Commission for UNESCO (KNCU) launched this program to encourage youth 

to experience some experimental work because this forum's ultimate goal is helping 

youth to recognize oftheir importance on the historical reconciliation. By discovering 

notjust a right but also realistic way through our compact programs, we can make a 

stepping stone to grow as global citizens. ;# 

‘ 

GroupA & BAfter Conducting their Campaign in Shinchon, on August 12th, 2015 



What were our campaign's main topics? 

The Group A and B first discussed in each group and we shared each team's idea to 

reach a compromised plan. Most of big picture was drawn by each team's leader 

Daewoong and Jane because other team members were focusing on making their 

final reports or presentations. Therefore, the limit in this process was that everyone's 

idea could not be shared in a united group meeting. Finally, we reached a shared 

compromise. 

The Group B used the case of Japanese ruling's remains in its ex-colonized Asian 

countries. The one of the main system for Japan to realize its imperialism in Asia was 

The, which meant the Japanese military secret police. The created a broad network 

of informers around its colonized nations, including the Singapore Island and Korea, 

to help them identify those who resisted. Jane discovered the issue the informers 

in Singapore Island after World War II in her history textbook. And group Ns Korean 

members also could find the similar issue on Korea's government designated history 

textbook published in 2008. 

, .. 
Kempeita i, Japanese military secretpolice Arrested Korean informersAfter Korea'.s Independence 

The group A realized that each nation who was related with Japanese control was 

facing similar issue in different situation. For example, Singapore was a small country 

and there was some period without a legal political power, so it made it possible for 

the local people to kill most ofthe informers as betrayers. On the other hand, in Korea 

after World War II, the US dominated the south part of Korea, and the first president 

was elected directly, with establishing Korean constitution. Therefore, there was no 

enough time for Koreans to judge the Korean informers who worked with Japan, and 



the informers just was melted into Korean society. These were the differences on a 

similar historical issue between two countries. This is why we have to make a Joint 

HistoryTextbook in the world as the start for historical reconciliation. 

The team B used the case of Japanese tilted description on the post world war II. 

According to a Japanese history textbook, it was mainly focusing on explaining about 

Japanese victims by Hiroshima bomb in 1945, which was an alarming of finishing 

World War II. Ifthe history textbook's writers felt responsible for Japan's ruling in Asian 

countries, they had to cover on Japan's historical faults and urge its Japanese students 

to know about what their ancestors did. We realized that history does not always tell 

everything young people should know. 

What we『e ou『 campaigns main goals? 

Our untied group's first goal of this campaign was asking passengers which one 

should become the main actor to resolve the conflict on Japan's Korean informers in 

Korea: government, youths, NGOs, or Media. 

Another goal was to ask people which way will be the most necessary to solve 

nations' distorted history textbook description and make historical reconciliation 

among countries: first, encouraging an international platform, such as United Nations 

Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO). Second was activating 

the international youth to experience global interaction and mutual understanding 

via multinational volunteering program. Third way was to make government to 

share each nation's education system and initiating a creation ofjoint world history 

textbook. The fourth option was to establish continuous forum like our forum or 

owning a homepage to make it easy to compare each country's history textbook. 

How did we conduct ou『 campaign? 

Our campaign site designated was Yeonsei-ro, in Seal. We set up our table from 

around 3:30 p.m. and stated our campaign. One Korean and foreign youth became 

partners and supported each other to meet diverse passengers. During our campaign, 

we realized that there were a lot of teenagers, and foreigners who were interested 

in learning history. We invited each passenger to come close to our exhibition and 



gave a simple introduction on historical conflicts caused by each nation's diverse 

description in each one's history textbooks. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Total 

f 제헌 국미에서는 민 .. 척 파제인 일제외 
? 던국 경기를 빠모팔기 QI뻬 
곱 재정하였다(1"8. I 

첼,,.외@虹·천! 
되었다. 

Option 

Government 

Youth 

NGOs 

Media 

Teenagers 

38 

6 

3 

16 

63(2nd) 

The Result ofthe Campaign 1 

Over 
Twenties Total 

Thirties 

92 10 140(1 st) 

24 2 32(3rd) 

12 1 16(4th) 

36 1 53(2nd) 

164(1 st) 14(3rd) 241 

The Result ofthe Survey 1 

Q: Who should become the main actor to resolve the conflict on Japan's Korean 

informers in Korea? 

A: Government > Media > Youth > NGOs 

The surveyed people tend to say that the government and media are not taking their 

right role as representative of national people, and left room for youth's role as the 

alternative toward domestic and global peace. 
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Option Teenagers Twenties OverThirties 

Inter-platform 17 26 2 

Youth programs 1 5 1 

Gov-led Joint History 17 40 5 

NGOs-led programs 4 12 。

39(2st ) 83(1 까 8(3'd) 

Total 

45(2nd) 

7(4th) 

62(1s) 

53(2nd) 

130 

The ResultoftheSurvey2 

Q: What way will be the most necessary to solve nations' distorted history text

book description and make historical reconciliation among countries? 

A: Gov-led Joint History> Inter-platform> NGOs-led programs> Youth programs 

With this result, we could figure out that making joint history textbook is very 

important, so we youth can joint it activating the movement. 

The only limit was that each team's discussion on youth role forjoint history textbook 

and shared memories was not fully done before, so the options and explanation were 

unclear. 



Actually, the three international members of our team shared their reflections after 

participating in our campaign. 

Gyeongjoo, Giving a Presentation on Group A & 8'.s Campaign, on August 13th 

Nulu said, "I was very happy to share what I and our group learned through this 

forum with the public in Korea:' 

Jay said, "I was very impressed with the Koreans' positive attitude toward foreign 

participants and could realize that youth were really representing the world:' 

Hajime said, "While asking Korean people to participate in our campaign, I could 

feel that there are still anti-Japanese feelings inside some Koreans mind. This will 

be the one ofthe things that youth can solve together:' 

Ill. Conclusion: What this Forum Left to Each One of Us 

We realized that the most important thing for youth to make a historical reconciliation 

was having a shared goal for the better future and taking actions step by step in the 

international environment. Each one must build a capacity to network with diverse 

citizens in this complicated and globalized world peacefully. At least, our group had 

chance to make reconciliation individually among us through this forum. We are now 

ready to go forward to our brighter future! 



Final Report ofGroup B 

These are the overall comments from the group A members. 

Jane said she "could learn about other countries historical issues and find 

connections with her home country:' 

Gyeongjoo mentioned she "learned that she needs to make more effort to find 

out what she knows and what she does not know:' 

Sunmin mentioned that she "could think about diverse relationship with different 

people:' 

Jay said "Korean youth were very pleased with meeting foreign ones:' 

June reviewed that he "could learn how to work on serious issues like our forum's 

main them with international coworkers:' 

Nulu highlighted "the importance of having consistent supports, forgiveness, and 

respect toward to our partners even if some conflicts can be happened among us:' 

Finally, Eunhee asked the others to understand her personal character by saying 

like this, 

"Please understand me whenever you thought I seemed unhappy. I was trying to 

forgive myselffirst, and find solutions to rightly deal with each member. I thinkthe 

leader's essential role is to become a good listener and coordinator. " 



< Fi때 R~o* of °"O"P ~ > 

The Beginning ofAwareness ofHistorical Reconciliation 

Members: 

Hajime Makino (Japanese) Chirag Jain (Indian) Li An Huang (Chinese) 

Youngchan Park (Korean) Soonho Lee (Korean) Daewoong Joo (Korean) 

Hansl Chang (Korean) 

We have discussed descriptions about sub-themes in this forum by looking at history 

textbooks that Group B's each participant brought. 

Sub-theme 1. Descriptions about World WarIIin Textbooks Worldwide 

First ofall, the case of India: India was not that influenced byWorld War II. So, there is no 

direct description about World War II. Actually, to get rid of British, India tried to shake 

the hands of Germany. India regarded Nazi as a potential helper of its independence. 

Secondly, we treated the case of England. In England, World War II is being taught 

as a form of story. It means let students to choose which one was right or wrong. In 

Germany also, students can have a chance to think about World War II on their own. 

Thirdly, in case of Korea, many Koreans were taught to be aggressive to Japan, not 

only by textbooks but also by the way of teaching. In Japan, image about Korea is 

usually made by parents, in textbook explanations about bad behavior that Japan 

caused is not that much, but usually focus on damages that Japan got. 

Sub-theme2. Formation andPublication ofHistory Textbooks 

IB Board prescribes textbooks from a British perspective instead ofa Global one. 

In India, government has a control over the syllabus and the formation of history 

textbook, but any radical change in the description of history should pass through 

the parliament first. 



In Germany, experts come together and write and describe it as gray, not black and 

white.This facilitates critical thinking about historical issues. 

-> Due to differences of education, youth have different opinions compared with 

older generations. Also, history textbooks can be made or influenced by certain 

parties or certain groups. 

Sub-theme 3. The Role of Youth in the Creation ofJoint History 
Textbooks andSharedMemories 

Nowadays there is much information about history on the internet, and it has a great 

effect on the youth. However, there is not only positive or correct information on 

the internet, but also the information that people who do not really have correct 

perspective of universal values. According to that, Group B has agreed that the youth 

should utilize what they have as ability. Therefore, what we have generated as an 

idea is that the youth can make videos about history and a textbook database so the 

public can make an exchange of history textbooks. It can give people different point 

of view. For specific, we can translate or acquire documentaries on historical events 

made by regional producers and upload them on youtube. This would allow easy 

accessibility to information about alternative interpretation of history. 

Also, we can make a group of people who would regularly spread awareness about the 

issue on the internet and SNS. They also make events such as international friendship 

day to boost the friendship between countries too. For example, in this event to boost 

handicraft and traditional art of the victim country, the aggressive country can set up 

handicraft stores in their country and sell handicraft from the victim country. 

Our purpose was…· 

By discussing those themes and conducting a campaign, we,d found out what is the 

obstacle to reconcile and were looking for ways of reconciliation, and were spreading 

not only the necessity of reconciliation but also these of making joint history 

textbooks respectively. Those activities did not make a big difference of historical 

reconciliation internationally. However, we are sure this will be the beginning of 

awareness of historical reconciliation to the public. 



< fi러 표* of ~o"P v> 
International Youth Forum on Historical Reconciliation 

Members: 

Nishrin Qowamuna (Indonesian) 

Sarah Teo (Singaporean) 

Minhyeong Ki (Korean) 

Kiyoun Kim (Korean) 

Keereepak Raksajjatham (Thai) 

Jeen vern Liew (Malaysian) 

Hyunchan Jung (Korean) 

Gyunbae Joe (Korean) 

1. Curiosity, and Critical Thinking 

Curiosity brought us together. None of us were sitting in the building thinking that 

we were the experts in historical reconciliation. We were curious about everything; 

curious about each other, curious about one's countries, and curious about one's 

history. One's history was the word that we needed to start to question from. How can 

one possess history? Can it even be expressed in this grammatical rule of possessive 

like apostrophe s? Opening lectures and group discussions have led us to question 

more about historical reconciliation rather than to answer the questions. Ironically, 

curiosity was born out from curiosity. We can say that, however, we have found one 

answer; the question would never end. 

Through several group discussions, we have discovered that the conversation is truly 

not to agree with an idea but to get closer to each other, and to get used to each 

other. The first step to get used to each other, was to share our personal histories. The 

Second World War, even though it sounds like the past, which not directly related to 

our lives, we have discovered that most of our family actually have experienced the 

war and still are living in the war. Then we could ask each other questions; what about 

your country? 

Questions grew out of curiosity became critical questions towards the future 

historical reconciliation. I hope sharing our stories from the group discussions would 



help to make people question again, and struggle to answer the question or to even 

ask more questions. 

Sub-theme 1. Descriptions about World War II in Textbooks 
Worldwide 

The first group discussion on description of the Second World War in each country's 

textbook helped us to get to understand not only each other's political and historical 

backgrounds, but also each other's personal stories on history education. Our group 

approached Sub-theme 1 : "Descriptions about World War II in Textbooks Worldwide" 

through comparative analyses of countries that we have done our research on. 

Research was conducted through various means, such as interviews, theses and 

books, and of course the Internet and et cetera. Considering how we see it as a 

norm to utilize various sources for research before deciding on a conclusion, it is 

surprising that most of us do not do the same when it comes to history, but usually 

rely on a single source. Evidently, many do not instantaneously relate history to the 

word 'research' on their first prompt, but tend to view it as something objective and 

of absolute truth due to the subject's factuality. Fortunately, through this forum we 

had the chance of having our beliefs completely overturned, and we realized the 

importance of maintaining criticalness when examining history. Our group also 

defined another component of our main goal: 'curiosity' as the habit of constantly 

questioning, and see it as an attribute highly intertwined with 'criticalness'. These 2 

components were realized in subtheme 1 when we discussed the main reasons WWII 

happened and discovered that different textbooks from various countries offered 

discrepant explanations and descriptions. Ultimately, we realized the need to be 

skeptical of the agendas of all media sources, and to avoid blindly believing a single 

source of information when it comes to examining history. 

The following is what we have shared during the discussion on the Second World War 

in each country's textbook. 

1) America 

- Hero-narratives 

- Freely makes the history textbook. 



- Rather than focusing on historical incidents, names or years, they focus on critical 

thinking skills 

- Soft power centered: image of democracy and liberalism in description on World 

WarII. 

- No description or short description on nuclear bomb in Japan. 

2) England 

- Only written about Hitler as the one who is responsible for the World War II. 

3) French, Austria, and Ge『many

- European Integration, and reconciliation process through multi-lateral perspectives. 

- Flexible history curriculum. 

- Anti-colonialism 

4) Malaysia 

- Everything about World War II is summarized in three pages. 

5) Singapore 

- Japanese invasion of Singapore 

- Dropping ofthe atomic bomb 

6) Germany 

- Revised textbook for demanding. 

- Completely rebuild the Nazism at the end ofWorld War II. 

7) Indonesia 

- Unification Process 

- Struggles to get independence from Japanese, Dutch and English 

- Japanese Occupation: forced laborers. 

8) Ukraine and Russia 

- Ukraine: reject the Soviet Union: identify themselves just as Ukrainian (national self

identification) 



- Russia: maintain the legacy of Soviet Union a Russian self-national identification 

becomes identical with the territory of Soviet Union 

9)Thailand 

- What really happened in Thailand is not what happened in the war. 

- During the WWII (Thailand): started as a neutral. a Japan invaded Dec, 1941. Fought 

against Japan, bombed Bankok; two governments agreed to a treaty ("didn't have 

any choice"). Evade conflicts. 

- Passage to the other countries in Southeast Asia 

- During the war; two sides a Agreed with the government (Japan), anti-Japan. Guerrillas 

fought against the government. a Atomic Bomb in Hiroshima and Nagasaki 

- Conflict didn't stop: the communist government a protest started from the WWII. a 
conflict within the country. 

10) Israel [Nili Keren, Internationale Schulbuchfo『schung, 2000] 

- Textbooks tended to focus more on those who had shown heroic resistance rather 

than on the victims ofWorld War II. The wars in 1976 and 1973 represented a turning 

point, and had a long-lasting and shattering effect on Israeli self-confidence. 

- ln1980, a law was passed making lessons on the Holocaust compulsory at senior 

high schoollevel. 

- Victims and evil-doers narratives 

11 ) Norway [Bente Aamotsbakken, Internationale Schulbuchforschung, 2008] 

- The newest textbook examined presents a more nuanced, balanced and less Euro

centric view on African culture than the previous ones. 

- The textbook allows room for African cultural trends and development to a higher 

extent than the textbooks referred to previously (before 1980s), and by doing so, a 

broader basis for critical reflections is created. 

12) Turkey [Carter Uguz, Internationale Schulbuchforschung, 2006] 

- Turkish textbooks in general contain highly idealized accounts of an artificially 

purified struggle of the Turkish people, the curriculum of this period most strongly 

emphasizes the tendency. 



- National Honor 

13) Italy [Luigi Cajani, 2013] 

- Highlight the diplomatic context and the debates in Italy on colonialism and its 

economic aspects. Does not really conceptualize the issue of war crimes in Libya 

and Ethiopia as a feature of Italian colonialism. 

- References to war crimes are often too vague, without the necessary details that give 

a concrete idea of what happened and make the information really meaningful for 

the reader. 

- Denouncing the myth ofthe civilizing mission. 

- Only one ofthe countries (Libya / Ethiopia) is emphasized. 

- Still Eurocentric, the experience of colonized peoples at the time of European 

domination and their perception of these events today are missing. 

Sub-theme 2. Formation and Publication ofHistory Textbooks 

The second group discussion on formation and publication of history textbooks 

provided more specific insight towards how the memory is commemorated and 

created through political process. Although shared memory seems to be very 

individual, we found out that it is actually very institutionally created and perceived. 

There is no one truly objective history. Therefore, we all agreed upon on the fact that 

there should be no one truly objective history. We also all agreed that all written history 

contains some truth, and through acknowledging the difference and understanding 

where does the difference come from, we could get a whole vision for the world. 

The following is what we have shared during the discussion on formation and publication 

of history textbook. 

1) Korea 

- 6-3-3; Mandatory Education up to Middle school is mandatory 

- University entrance exam: With the score from the test 

- Students Sthgrade: history 

- Middle school: world history (The title of the textbook is called "History") 

- High school: 1 stgrade : Korean history (mandatory), 2nd, 3rd year : East Asian 



History (unique subject, which only exists in Korea) and World History (optional) 

- East Asian History: Korea, Japan, China, Vietnam 

- Focus mainly on contemporary and modern era, Japanese colonization, independent 

movement cover ideologies (how the Koreans were divided) a Grand Division of East Asia 

2) Malaysia 

- Education System in Malaysia: British GCE A-Level. 

- Academic Stress of Students (not to understand history but to get an A in history) 

- Centralized Education System (Central Government): Pro-Meritocracy a Admission, 

Promotion, Hiring, teachers, and developing Educational curriculum as well as 

textbook. 

- One Textbook per Subject 

- Education system (in particular, history education) = politicized propaganda 

- History education started from the 3rdgrade(no exam) 

- History education emphasizes Islam Religion and Malay land and sovereignty. 

- Those who are opposed to the Malay sovereignty assert people sovereignty but 

they are ignored and uninvited. 

- Preserve the loyalty at all cost; ensure the Malay as the only official language and 

special status of Islam 

- History Education and Malay Sovereignty: 

---+ Lower Secondary: Malay Land and Malay Sovereignty with Islamic history with 

more specific historical facts. 

---+ Upper Secondary: More information on Nation-State building, Leadership, 

Politics, and International Relationships, in the end, Malay Sovereignty and Islam. 

---+ Over emphasize the role of Malay a Few information on non-Malay indigenous 

people and Minority races 

- Importance of History (in academic admission process) 

- Criticisms: Too pro-Malay, Islam, Northern parts; wrong facts (poorly done, biased) 

history. 

Reinforce deeper to Malay Sovereignty and Sharia law rather than open history up to 

the public. 

- The main agenda is to install nationalism, pride in students. Don't care that the 

students don't know much about the world. 



3) Indonesia 

- Does not really cover much ofworld history. 

- Started learning history from primary school6 

- Various commercial publishers in Indonesia who send drafts to the ministry of 

education in Indonesia. 

4) Singapore 

- Purpose for nation-building 

S)Thailand 

- Education system focuses on learning to respect and obey the elders; thinking 

differently from the elders would cause a person a trouble. 

- Authoritarian regime (unstable government) 

- Curriculum changes almost every year, reflection ofthe political issues in Thailand. 

- Focused on what happened in Thailand, not so much what happened in the world. 

- High School : only world history (broad, starting from stone age): not in details. 

6)Japan 

- Similar to Korean education system. 

- Students start to learn history from the Sthgrade. 

- Middle school history textbook: "History" including World History however very 

Japan-centered. 

- High school: Japanese history, World history (optional) 

- Difference from Korea: Japanese History A, B and World History A, B 

- Japanese history is de facto mandatory in order to go to college 

7) China 

- As one of the social science subject, history is taught in People's School from the 

Sthgrade (public school system) 

- Title ofthe history subject:"Social Study" 

- Middle School:"Chinese history"and"World history" 

- From middle school to high school: separate admission process (like Japan) 

- Chinese High school is quite different from Japanese and Korean: Textbook system 



is divided into Chinese history and World History a Chinese History: there are four 

different types of history textbooks divided into four different topics (history of 

war, history of Chinese people's lives)/ World History: mainly focused on modern/ 

contemporary history of the world. 

• The common characteristic of Korea, Japan, China 

- Importance of modern/contemporary history 

- Close relationship to the college admission process: history is regarded as a 

"subject to memorize:' 

8)Vietnam 

- People are less interested in history in Vietnam because of the economic situation 

ofthe country. 

- Education in Vietnam is divided into five levels: pre-school, primary school (6-11), 

secondary school (11-15), high school and higher education (15-18). 

- In order to proceed to high school, Secondary School Graduation Examination in 

the 9th grade and High School entrance exam should be taken.The level of difficulty 

varies by schools. 

- History Education: Started from Primary School (1 st-3rd grade : Social Studies and 

Nature, 4th-5th grade : History and Geography). 

- Middle School (6th Grade) - High School : More information on the basic 

chronological history from the beginning (Primary School) 

- Constitution of History Textbook: World History (1 st semester) and Vietnam History 

(2nd semester). 

- SameTime Allocation: MoreVietnam historyfocused. (1 :3) 

- From the ancient period to modern and contemporary period in chronological 

order. 

- World History: Europe, Middle East, Asia (China and Japan): Modern and Con

temporary History mainly focus on European colonization of Asia and Japanese 

occupation of Asia: More on Independent movement from Europe than on 

Japanese occupation of Southeast Asia. 

- Composition: Cause, Process, Effect, Lesson. 

- Nation-building ofVietnam: based on the colonial history of Southeast Asia 

- HistoryTextbook ofVietnam 



---+ Only one textbook per subject. 

---+ Textbook monopoly: Ministry of Education and Training 

---+ New Textbook Publication Process: History Textbook Authorities are consisted 

of History teachers and scholars a The second editorial board is consisted of 

different teachers and scholars, who have not participated in the first board of 

authorities a Screening process by Prime Minister a Publication 

- Individual Publishers are free to publish separate supplementary texts. 

—• Limited to the information in the national textbook. 

---+ Including questions for academic admissions. 

A lot oftextbooks from different countries tend to present a one-sided perspective, which 

does not provide students with information that can help them understand the conflict 

better. Furthermore, history textbook becomes students' main resource in learning about 

history. It is also one of the most enduring tools for students. However, textbook can also 

be political, factually inaccurate, biased, and not provide detailed explanation. 

A wide variety of perspectives on WWII shall be presented in a history textbook, so 

that the war is open to different perspectives. This is important to invoke analytical and 

critical engagement of students. However, different perspectives shall be clearly defined 

and students shall acknowledge the need to assess and evaluate the perspectives. 

Teachers shall be creative in using different tools in history learning-teaching process 

in order to provide students with more information, so that they will gain broader 

picture and perspective. Both teachers and students can use any means available such 

as the internet, newspaper, and other mass media as well as conducting interview with 

the witness of the WWII to collect more information. In understanding the World War 

II, history textbooks shall emphasize the cooperative learning experience, which can 

improve students' involvement in the classroom. Students can discuss their opposing 

views regarding the conflict. 

Sharing our ideas and research on the difference, and taking a critical look at our own 

history textbooks has helped us to cooperate and create specific actions plans for the 

future as the youth. 

We first asked ourselves why we should discuss history in a national boundary. Sarah, 

from Singapore argued that what textbook should teach us is the thing about who 

we should be as a human being in a very basic level. All of us nodded. History should 



not be the ideological tool to promote a certain belief system or to legitimize a 

political order, as professor Wang and many lecturers have argued. A country cannot 

own history, therefore it cannot be used by a country. With the understanding of each 

other, we moved on to the next step: cooperation and creativity. 

2. Cooperation and Creativity 

We have achieved cooperative movement through preparing for final presentation 

and exhibition. Of course there were different opinions, compromised ideas have 

soon proposed so that everyone could agree upon. Before suggesting an idea or 

criticizing someone's idea, we started with a praising phrase such as "I really like your 

idea;' or "I think that is such a perfect idea:' After we proposed an idea we explained 

from what context the idea came and emphasized that the idea is just a personal 

opinion, which can sometimes be corrected or criticized for better ideas. 

Sub-theme 3. The Role of Youth in the Creation ofJoint History 
Textbooks andSharedMemories 

The cooperation led to creative solutions for youth to have for the future historical 

reconciliation process. The only solution that the youth from all over the world 

continuously keep in touch is social media. Through brain storming without criticizing 

and through the cooperative process in sharing one's idea, we could come up with 

creative ideas as the followings. 

1 ) Social Media 

Through social media, relationship or networking process will be sustained. 

- Humans of the World 

- Members from each country will conduct an activity booth called "Tell me your 

story;' and interview random people to collect their personal history and share it 

through the social media to show that"history"can be different from one another. 

- Add-on Games 

- Like All Americans Reject Dirty Little Secrets, make a simple activity for a person 

to act out his or her favorite scene from the history or share his or her critical 



thoughts, or secrets on his/her history textbook. Each story will make up a 

greater story, and will become a trend throughout the social media. 

- Your Challenge 

- A challenge through social media that a person would have one hour talking or 

asking random questions to strangers every week and talk about what happened. 

- All the activities through social media would be published as a book in various 

languages through monitoring process ofannual meeting. 

2) Real Life 

Although social media would play a basic role as keeping the relationship, face-to

face relationship should be prioritized because there is nothing more important than 

the real life experience. Therefore, through building up a student body from each 

country leading by each participant from the group, annual meeting besides the 

annual UNESCO forum will be held in various countries so that participants can actually 

participate in regional history. We hope to get funding through each university or non

governmental organizations. 

There were also proposals for annual party for students and sports activities to get 

people's interests and sponsors for funding. Although the feasibility of the idea 

should be reconsidered, all of us thought that the idea would be so creative and fun 

if this can be realized. We never criticized each other's idea because we were crazy. 

We knew that crazy ideas could be realized. We also knew that crazy ideas completely 

change the world. 

3. Craziness 

By crazy, we mean nothing negative about it. Being crazy means to go and to talk 

to strangers, ask questions, listen to them, and see how different they are from us. 

Being crazy also means to have courage to shout out that we do not believe what 

our country believes or majority believes, and to dare to say"I would not be that sure 

about that" when everyone else thinks he or she knows everything for sure. Lastly, 

being crazy means making a history. Those who have contributed their talents in 

human history were criticized for being crazy or even weird in their lives. True. Only 



crazy ones can see the world in different perspectives, and to design the world 

in a different way, mostly, in a good way. They are the ones who are not afraid of 

acknowledging their ignorance. The crazy are the ones who do not hesitate to accept 

the different idea from theirs. We, therefore, suggest that we should all be crazy. 
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Final Report 

Members: 
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Our team goal is to make'universally'acceptable textbooks and find ways and steps that 

we need to take to accomplish this textbooks. After a discussion about sub theme 1 and 2, 

we came up with same perception that history textbooks should contain truth without 

any exaggeration or reduction and that students all around the world deserve to know 

what really happened in the past, of course without any discredit of any party (country). 

Since we all agreed that one textbooks for students all around the world is not realistic 

regarding high possibilities of miss translation, we suggest to provide one 'database'. 

In terms of'database; it can be physical database or the network connection. In there, 

we can store the history textbooks around the world which can be easily accessed by 

students around the world. It will contain one basic description approved ay neutral 

party or organization and then explanations of textbooks around the world. Therefore 

we thought of'Historipedia'to emphasize the'respect ofdiversity'. 

To make 'Historipeida'few steps is needed to be taken. First justification. Historipedia 

is needed as it can provide people with diverse perspectives with just one click. 

Second, method. Historipedia will be realized in the form of internet page as 

textbooks are not being used in schools gradually. Third, collection. We will collect 

scanned textbook pages and change it into image or pdf files. Also we can get pdf 

files from education organization form countries respectively. 

Sub-theme 1: Descriptions about World War II in Textbooks Worldwide 

For the sub-theme 1, which is about the description of WW2 in the textbooks 



around the world, our group has three conclusions. First, history textbooks are often 

described with 'numbers' and no longer an expression of tragedy. For example, it is 

said that the reason US dropped the bomb to Japan instead of Germany or Italy is 

because of the 'yellow skin' discrimination (according to Japan's textbooks). Second, 

There were 3 roles in WW2. Axis, Allies, and the third world countries.The descriptions 

about WW2 is often based on whose the winner of World War 2 and forget to 

highlight the victims regardless of where they are from. Lastly, history textbooks 

still remains biased. There is always explanation blaming someone and it focuses on 

putting a title-which one is the winner and which one is the defeated. 

Sub-theme 2. Formation and Publication ofHistory Textbooks 

For the sub-theme 2, formation and publication of history textbooks, we also 

concluded 3 points. Fist, formations of history textbooks should avoid putting 

political intentions especially regarding the content. Second, in any case when some 

party is the one who decide the content of the history textbooks, at least it should 

be written descriptively not only one or two sentences. For instance, in Japan the 

textbooks do not mention about the dark sides of the history in detail. Finally, we 

agree that joint history textbooks is a great idea. However we insist that co-exist 

textbooks should come up since through that way students can understand the other 

countries' perspectives of the past events more easily and accurately. 

Sub-theme 3. The Role of Youth in the Creation ofJoint History 
Textbooks andSharedMemories 

For the sub-theme 3, the role ofYouth in the Creation of Joint history textbooks and 

shared memories, we concluded that as future leaders, youth hold the power to 

create a better society through mutual understanding between countries.This can be 

achieved through having an open-mind, which is fostered by holding international 

dialogues and cultural exchanges. Youth are the bridge that connects everyone 

internationally, and it is through the sharing of memories and acceptance of diversity 

that builds a common experience and desire for peace among all nations. The 

creation of a joint history textbook and sharing of memories is the first step towards 

the building of peace. 
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Discussing the sub themes amongst the members had provided a fruitful and 

insightful time. We believe that comparing our personal ideas regarding historical 

reconciliation and furthermore how historical memories should be shared greatly 

helped us to discover a wide range of approaches. This report aims to summarise the 

content of our discussions in a chronological order. In addition, it will also provide a 

briefdescription of our group's opinions that represent their national backgrounds. 

Sub-theme 1: Descriptions about World War II in Textbooks 

Worldwide 

The main focus of our discussions was on the historical memories of Japan and South 

Korea. We found that international incidents or events have been over shadowed by 

domestic politics and that Korean textbooks often over emphasise the colonial era 

whilst Japanese textbooks overlook this point. 

Next, we also looked at the case of India and Pakistan. The British rule in India 

provided further insight into the descriptions of colonialism in textbooks worldwide. 

An exemplary case that helped us to think critically about this case was the conflict of 

the two Nation-states over Kashmir. 

We also discussed how nationalism is a reoccurring concept in many historical 

textbooks. We all supported the idea that Nationalism as a theme is hugely 

detrimental to effective bridge building and ultimately, setting up a joint textbook. 



Sub-theme 2. Formation and Publication ofHistorical Textbooks 

In discussing how the formation and publication oftextbooks should be carried out, 

one of our primary concerns were related to the extent of governmental control 

over the content of textbooks. It was found that the South Korean government had 

an authoritarian grasp on what was being published. As a group, we came up with 

the idea that forming an international publication institution could be an answer to 

counter-balance nationalistic governmental agendas. 

In addition, another concern that was brought up was the problem with selectivity. 

This "researcher bias" can be rooted in an individual's psychological framework; 

meaning that the information he/she selects can be detrimental to the validity of the 

content used. This would entail that certain historical atrocities could be omitted or 

disregarded, while insignificant events can be over-emphasised. 

Sub-theme 3. The Role of Youth in the Creation ofJoint History 
Textbooks andSharedMemories 

We all thought that this question was the most difficult out of the three sub-themes. 

Realistically, the role ofyouth can be limited to certain extents, as we do not have the 

decision-making abilities that bureaucrats possess. 

However, one member brought up the case of India where public examinations take 

place every year in order to elect young officials as regional administrative directors. 

These examinations (although difficult) offer creative, young individuals to hold the 

position of the executioner. In application, if these practices were more common, 

creating joint textbooks may become easier to achieve. 

We also discussed the fact that the mentality of individuals can act as a key factor 

in developing our empathy towards other nation's historical memories. Therefore, 

flexibility of mindset is essential; this is where our group claimed that the youth were 

at their strongest, as we weren't primary victims of conflict. 

Another reoccurring theme was the idea of using Social Networking Services in order 

to distribute historical information.This idea had distinct pros and cons, as SNS could 

be the best method to distribute large amounts of information in a cheap, efficient 



manner. But the material/information could be distorted as the anonymity of the 

Internet increases chance of bias. In addition, the information can create a false sense 

of reality; that we are actually helping a certain situation when all we are actually 

doing is clicking a button. 

For our group, the ultimate concept that arose from discussing these sub-themes was 

that a proper balance between the receptive youth (who possess the ability to think 

on their feet) with wholesome support from experienced bureaucrats is the essential 

recipe for successful historical reconciliation. 
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Sub-theme 1: Descriptions about World War II in Textbooks 

Worldwide (DESCRI PTIONS) 

■ Team Goal: Reaching Out to All Types ofYouth 

Let us explain the purpose behind the format ofour final presentation (forum in a forum) 

- BROAD AND DIVERSE engagement*. 

They are the most extreme types of people you could meet in a conference, with 

the most radical views ... we wanted to remind you guys the kind of hurdles we 

still need to overcome, and the kind of attitude we need to talk with when we 

face these kinds of people. 

So in the simulation of a forum (different from a UNESCO one), let's say a larger 

scale 1000 people one with more diverse people, there will be a nationalist, less 

educated (hence less interested) and a young child. 

Ignorant: What's wrong with the current history textbooks? It's everything we need to 

know about our country. I don't want! 

■ We have two interpretations of 'description' 

Existing Descriptions 

[PROBLEMS] 

1) distorted, exaggerated, glorified - Indonesia propaganda e.g. + Discussion of 



the American decision to drop the atomic bomb is not enough, I believe. Its 

aftereffects often appear to be understated as well 

2) in addition to the problems within the textbook itself, sharing of history can be 

further governed by the way teachers approach the descriptions (e.g. placing 

emphasis certain events, perspectives OR focusing too much on exam material) 

After identifying problems, we should naturally seek solutions/suggestions in tandem 

[SUGGESTIONS] 

Things we need to consider/the mindset we need before exploring solutions 

1) 'Why do we study history'— an important question that can leads us to thinking 

about what kind of things/issues our new history textbooks need to address 

- Though in context of significant efforts on historical reconciliation and 

dialogue between states, mistrust and historical resentment still persists in 

international relations, with a number offrozen and emerging conflicts 

- lesson to be learnt from past programs, economic and political joint plans that 

can serve example, lesson for us today* 

- are countries STILL MAKINGTHE SAME MISTAKESTHEYWERE MAKING 70 years 

ago 

- study of who we are we are, identity 

- stepping stone for future, repair through peaceful conversation, discourse 

- ifthis become fixed now, it will be passed on to the next generations 

2) That reconciliation is a long, complex, continuous process—even for Germany, 

reconciliation is still going on 

3) developing respect towards others, understanding there were victims ALL 

AROUND the globe as a result of the two World Wars. Even though some countries 

were much more of a victim than others, each country lost precious human lives 

4) remember the focus is on finding a SOLUTION, and not for who is right or wrong, 

nor who is superior or inferior 

■ What kind ofthings should be included in the textbook 

(DECIDING CONTENT) 

If Group F were to make our own history textbook today, here are the elements we 

really would like to include 



1 ) Main events, turning points, and the various CAUSES that culminated to World War II 

- different actors, taking about both role of men and women, youth and old, leaders 

and public (all those dichotomous) 

-learn about different PARTS of the society - what kind of impact has had on 

various countries 

2) Showing that it is possible that past leaders have repented and acknowledged their 

mistakes 

-Willy Brandt 

3) Discussion section, opportunity to think in other perspectives 

- Nationalist : Can you tell me why I need to learn about less powerful countries? 

They are just inferior! 

- -> the labelling of inferiority and superiority itself is always influenced by 

prejudice. One same country could be considered both superior and inferior by 

two different people .... (transition) 

[SCRIPT] 

If you remember (reminder - problems: teaching way), so in order to seriously 

think about solution ... we should encourage students to think independently. 

- Nationalist: Why do we have to care 

The answer could be found by looking at examples of existing 1B and Cambridge 

formats. 

MIDBREAK - LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, PLEASE WELCOME OUR VERY SPECIAL GUEST 

WHO WILL SHARE WITH US HIS EXPERTISE WITH WATER AND MIXING 

Sub-theme 2: Formation and Publication ofHistory Textbooks 

Sub-theme 2, improvement PUBLICATION & FORMATION Ofjoint-history textbooks 

UNESCO- * Child:What is UNESCO 

- recalling UNESCO's past records of publishing/researching UNESCO Collection of 

History of Civilizations of Central Asia, wecancreatemeansforcountriestobringany 

issuetointernationaltable,eventhoughitmaybeenincitingmoreconflict. 

reference: http://www.unesco.org/new/en/culture/themes/dialogue/general-and

regional-histories/ 



some examples: (they have active in this field) BLANK 

• History of Humanity 

• General History of Africa 

• History of Civilizations of Central Asia 

• General History of Latin America 

•The Different Aspects of Islamic Culture 

• General History of the Caribbean 

(these days we have a lot of online publication already, and it's a really important 

element that we can further take advantage to make these new informations easily 

accessible to a broad range of people .... )* 

The most elementary and most urgent step needed to be taken by an international 

organization like UNESCO is filling this gap. If there is no precedent, everything is 

made harder because more people believe the task is impossible, too burdening, etc. 

What we suggest afterwards, of course is something that will only be possible 

in 20 years, or maybe even 50 years, but it's something UNESCO or any impartial 

organization should keep at the back of their minds. It's a sort of a certification system 

- UNESCO certified (legitimacy and consistency) 

- pros and cons (our group have acknowledged these complexities - but we are 

nevertheless optimistic) 

- CONS: POLITICAL, potential domination by one country in the examination or 

assessment process 

- PROS: like UNESCO heritage sites, often means to bring to attention to 

international community 

- carrying the conflict to higher levels? 

- creating a separate/objective project, gathering professionals, and experts + 
people outside who are interested (ensuring unbiased of research/examination 

of textbook) 

■ Curriculum Designing 

- should we have ONE textbook? or have MULTIPLE textbooks *Child Q: What are 

differences? 

- SHARE SNS RESULT SOME 



- one textbook would be ideal for reasons such as time constraint, consistency 

throughout different secondary schools, (realistically, can't look at all) 

- we could only do 

- capacity program for teacher - encouraging teachers to think seriously about 

history and the implications of teaching history 

* Nationalist : Tell me, why should we spend our money to re-educate people? It's 

a waste of money. 

- both new and existing teachers! 

- existing teachers already are appreciative of using joint textbooks & open 

perspectives 

Sub-theme 3: The Role ofYouth in the Creation ofJoint History 
Textbooks andSharedMemories (PRACTICAL) 

Less edu: why are you putting the responsibility on us? 

Me: Let me tell you why the youth can be so important to bringing the changes we 

just talked about. 

Characteristics of youth widely acknowledged 

• Campaigning together (collaboration ofyouth) -large scale 

• Using SNS to reach to the public 

• Traveling a lot ... meet foreigners in outside countries 

• emotional intimacy and personal connection which allows easy sharing of ideas 

and information 

• common problems and issued shared byyouth (common themes ofwareconomic 

crisis, culture) 

• Open-minded attitude 

-We have the time to change our future 

Ignorant/Less-educated: Oh that's not me-

Of course, it is undeniable truth that not all youths are all like what I just mentioned; 

there are youths who are less interested, and less passionate—so what are some 

CONCRETE plans that can help engage ALLTYPES OFYOUTH? 



[IDEAS FOR PLANS] 

Let's think INCENTIVES. Our purpose here is not exactly a pessimistic perspective, but 

rather a realist and pragmatist 

1 ) Artworks, exhibitions - overcome barrier of language : COLLABORATION with 

famous artist to convey and highlight the shared elements of our histories and 

culture. 

- some kind ofemotion delivered 

- Cartoon for children 

2) Giving away textbook to orphanage (general ideas ofcommunity outreach) 

3) Sponsoring/Encouraging researches (by students in non-history field/major) on 

joint history textbook 

- Essay competition? 

4) Using online platform EFFECTIVELY, and sustainably 

- providing INCENTIVES for both already interested and disinterested students 

to CONTINUE using a certain online network/platform 

- Brand names, awards (essay competition), building up their own experience/ 

resume 

FINAL ENDING QUESTIONare all these methods simply superficial? 

- they may be, but it's a necessary method to ensure as many youths, as TYPES of 

youths are exposed to the very issue itself. 
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4. Where, When, To Whom 

오 Yonsei-Ro (In front of Yonsei University) 

(9 12th, August, 2015 / 16:00 ~ 18:00 

ffii Youth walking on the street 
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4. Contents | 

Team A 

.’ •’ 3:•` ""~ 

1 5. Contents Team A ?. 

Who can make movement towards reconciliation in Korea 
, between the Korean victims and the anti-national aggres 
sors? 

"" 3:•` .’ .’ 



5. ContentS Team A | 

1. Government=~ Compulsory Programs 

2. Youth ~ New conversation 

3. NGO =~ Safe space for victims & aggressors 

4. Media =:> Proper atmosphere 

"" ~:•` "" 

1 5. ContentS Resuh | 
TOTAL 

■ GOVERNMEN T 

■ YOUTH 

■ NGO 

■ MEDIA 

"Government" 
:;: 

+t1ti 



5. Contents 

Team B 

"" 5:•, "" 

5. Contents Team s 

The different emphasis 
of history textbooks 

따 
a3 

Focus on damages 
that they received 

Focus on 
cri ticizing Japan 

"" 5:•, "" 



5. Contents Team s 

The different emphasis 
of history textbooks 

:•: 
니：：：후壬 

ai-~ 

홍
 

H-t og_-
t 

An atomic bomb explosion in Hirosh ima Korean textbook cr iticiz ing crime of Japan 
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5. Contents Team s ?. 

What is the most desi rable way to make an unbiased 
textbook? 

"" 5:•1 "" 



| 5. ContentS Team B 

1 • In o rder to reconcile t he situation, each country criticizes the textbooks of 

other countries on international p latform. 

2 . A vo lunteer group sends out the youth to each country to reconc ile by working 

at memoria l sites, taking care of o lder people and so on. 

3. Both governments agree to share the history textbook syl labus between each 

other and teach the pub lic about it together. 

4 . Some insti tutes make websites or foru ms to show other count ry's textbooks and 

let the public know about that. 
,,, 

"v,i 
5. Contents Team s 

1 • In order to reconcile the situation each country criticizes the textbooks of 

othe1 countries on internat ional p latform 

2. A vo lunteer group sends out the youth to each country to reconcile by working 

at memorial sites, tal ng care of older people and so on 

3. Both governments agr"ee to share t he history textbook syllabus between each 

other and teach the public about it together. 

4. Some institutes make websites or forums to show other country's textbooks and 

let the public know about that. ttit+ 



5. ContentS Team B I 

Total 

• option1 

• option2 

. Option3 

■ 0pt;on4 

"" ~:•` "" 

4. Contents 

1 • In order to reconcile the situation, each country criticizes the textbooks of 

other countries on international platform. 

2 . A volunteer group sends out the youth to each country to reconcile by working 

at memorial sites, taking care of older people and so on. 

3 . Both governments agree to share the history textbook syllabus between 

each other and teach the public about it together. 

4. Some institutes make websites or forums to show other country's textbooks and 

let the public know about that. :': 
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| 5 ContentS Team B I 

1 • In order to reconc ile the situation, each count ry criticizes the textbooks of 

ot her countries on international platform. 

2. A volunteer group sends out the youth to each country to reconci le by working 

at memorial sites, taking care of older peop le and so on. 

3. Both governments agree to share the history textbook syllabus between each 

other and teach the publ ic about it together. 

4 . Some institutes make webs ites or forums to show other country's textbooks and 

let the pub lic know about that. :' : 
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6. Conclusion 

Team A 
+ 

Team B 

"" ~:•’ "" 



| 6. Conc|uSl0n 

Reconciliation 

Multinational 

Conflicts 
(Tearn B) 

두 "Sharing" 

National 

Conflicts 
(Tearn A) 

"Government" 

"" ~:•` .’ .’ 

GroupA 
Jay Patel 

Nulu Nabunya 
Sunmin Lee 
Jun Jegal 

Gyeongjoo Suk 
Eunhee Heo 

SarahTeo 

GroupB 
Hajime Makino 

ChiragJain 
Li An Huang 

Young Chan Park 
Soonholee 

Daewoong Joo 
Hansl Chang 
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Purpose: 

Do you want peace? 
Make Love, Not War 
Group E & F 

■ Reminding the public about the 
tragedies of WWII. 

■ Describing the current situation and how 
some history textbooks may differ from 
others. 

■ Advocating the need for joint textbooks. 

■ Responsibility of the youth : "You can 
make a change!" 



OurTheme 
■ Red: The blood of the soldiers who 

sacrificed themselves. 

■ White: Post-conflict ~. 

We will remember them. 
For the Fallen 

They shall grow not old, as we 
that are left grow old. 

Age shall not weary them, nor the 
years condemn. 

At the going down of the sun and 
in the morning, 

We will remember them. 



Where? Who with? Why? 
• Hongik University District: AKA Hong-doe 

• One of the biggest hangouts in Seoul for youth. 

Saying Hello © 



And of cou『se .. 
Some B『omance

But some of us were a bit 
shy… 



What did we exhibit? 



Public participation 

■ Yes ■ No ■ Don't Know 

The role of Youth: SNS 

<What is your IDEA?> 

The 4th IYF is receiving answers from YOU 
about the perception of WW2 and the value of history textbooks. 
More conversations about this issue would be required for reconciliation of 
history. 
Please tell us your own answer. 

1 ) Have you at any point, looked at your History textbooks, to later find out 
that the information was incomplete or inaccurate? 

2) If so, what do you think young people can do in order to set this straight? 

3) Do you prefer studying multiple textbooks laying out different opinions 
OR one 'holistic' textbook that seeks to summarize history? 



Conclusion: 
■ Overall, the campaign yieldedsuccessful results 

in terms of : 

■ 1 ) Involvement from participants. 

■ 2) Advocating the need to create joint textbooks 

■ 3) Commemorating the 701h anniversary of 
cease-fire and its significance. 

■ Self critique: Some participants questioned 
whether if the exemplary case of Franco-German 
textbookswere proven successful in historical 
reconciliation between the two countries. 

Thank you! 



4.Journal 

Journalists: 

Ayano Sato Eun Hee Honey Heo GeunBae Nathan Joe 

Liew Jeen Vern Hyunchan Steve Jung Ki Youn Yeriel Kim 

Min Hyeong Teresa Ki Sarah Joo Teo 
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-二~
(K<Y-K~) 

I.h,-<'cl.C ,따e "crC, 디1 tarig"',f., th. 

paool <1ECl’``mn lh` jm ,,np l" ''""' 'd m 
'he P'"'har II’'rld and I, A' m l, Tm갑 』'

三홉근'틀~'.~':;;:::：：：：：L:？ 넬O로르트 
Post War East As,a What Is Wro떄 and 

F,mily 

Wha< is Righ,1 
Sh°"ld Nm, 8< D'P'n여 A gai• 

n노"더 W따W""""” .. ."'”"' ...... 
D.S"깊un. 나 oodin" ＇紅~～”"""，~＇ .... ",..소뇨"'＇J" ～따"" .. 도~-
"＇mink叫tl어.,아 ............ _,..... ~.—_ ......... ，"P마나.,, .. 따" .. 크" 
"떠 m·虹""“”.，-＾"． m"m-‘“-다 “” ....... 仙* ..... oa仁&l,． l L - － -· 
h” "‘ioo f어" .... ""“”뇨 " '’ ...... 切 占mc"＇~- ... "a' "“” ..... , .. 야"＇"“ 
c"'""'"‘ ’ .. ,mi" '"a`oi쩌 比知此 ,.. ... 어”"＇L ML YmC"" 요 .. . .... ―:구··~ 
cmtu' 파』 U요꾸 ’m,.,.， Gi •. _.‘ 이요心Ii. ，m" ＇요:VBim' ...... ,"'" ... 
臼떠 ̂ " ’比 -1lT ••• ,'" ,," ̂ '"n &npR ·뇨" '"il, .” " ' ""." ' ....... 
• ,.m1 ... ”臼 0rGn" 마vi曲난 ....... 다”.， . . .. & md ,止CG. ＾' “ ' i습"교o『 .. 
Si"€나·k-· ' ＿ .Ll~～巳" .. C썬 W.oly `*＇. 一-～4, 山e" .. '""·-••·-· .. 
“’나야‘~＇미.md,%RdCN- .......... …』···-··--一Y~ ＇m”"_,’—"’-— w또一_,F-... .. k一__ 꾸뇨 
'어 m]"面•ipinm鑛"'"일 .... 다w. ..，血~ .. "~"',.…`. , ... ”됴•~"＆ 
난血 ... US소"- .• l ,. ,., m .. US·뇨臼 .. 白.... 血d 뇨 ... , ..... 戶`""～"'
._LL •. "．냐. u...., 由eGm떠 마버虹"""` ”" ' ... , ... " ' .... ＿g_,노-- ·i..., 。『'.. , .... ,_ 
"'. 묘 m qm”"다’, －－"L_山m L._~_ md ¢m"＇比'""，‘ _…七…~A.. ， ｀L.一 fm .. 
"rEh一bu"mn" '""' ....... , .. ,E K이" .. . 아" . ... ~" 比mb-· ....... ,"a.,,.. .. 뻑K"e"'w"' T , , 
D. 냐0 *m짜 bu m ""U 노 mi다M o"X .. Cou w.," ""d .. "' ....... . .. 
• E-··-;- "rim뇨 .-－＇ －군 ,＿J국- ',.m. T m,-. ： J. －'』 ... ̀" 
'바 dllcmm"＆u' hi止어 ’'"C " "‘"‘" 따&마* " " ........ "" """~ .... ,"m S디, ..... 
.... "臼도+ _ .. "~" .. 난--·-·· ... 
i"' m l · ’ “"'R’ ""C 나’ i"'...," ＇’虹티 "'" m""k.L ... h--·;-'’’ ’ "m 
” • 0_,," ” 며.bIi"me"＇ 아"鶴 ̂ ' •• " .. ,, ....... 닌노. 댜""""",.. ••. 
,_」 4

山& ’ , .-.. ,_, __ 
나C”'" ”"‘" “ck • , "" "‘" “”“m짜 H • 

• ~記"＇타-- ··- ·'’ ~'…"＂"命l~… "'' " ,..。"～노느뇨 •• 길' mk닉 阮뇨......._ 
. ith 虹띠:"' "＇떠iv心외 血먀마먀,,. .어 " ' ‘'"어e .. "' . ........... """아 ’’ ,...야. 
-L --- 나·~of"""'··-'야· ULi" .... ""교"mn .. ”比仙.. ” " ... 

Tm."Cm닙 B다""mi" ． · 一노니-
............. “”*d날*어닳 •i. • . • 
Ol,_노’..., 

w hC仁mr"k. 다· .. it…,m되山 
a比k_:l -~(MinH"m· Ki) 

m l" '̀ · ,. -wOO. ，이um ... nici""'"We 屈oou@ to havc Ms u,3 GG'ant, Ad"아 ’o hd磁d of 
c •. "1-= of 虹· EVZ ’'R" '""'L"cc. Res"m,b""y, a띠 FutU『C" Fou'디auon, COOW • “ '氐 mly from 
Gmmny D山 k "'hb ofUowl"ge &떠 qE· ;` .. .조 W’'h ,n. The EVZ Fou떠"'OO Was s"＂여 "' 
m止e 、~ 4~＇나’o Fr·~'’,' '0 ..,,C 'ho md km f아쩌 la&r"上F·1`J 'oGcrmany in thc &ond 
W어. w., 따 B 요m mi"面 is m fund mjc" '&t mmxe '＂'，~＂＇다’ “따e따"""'"•· 

T"" 'Cmung m mms w, th ,hc '"JU있iceofNatiooal &malism in &nmny", M• 心dan,•o ,M• 
따H균H@ ,he mmy skps I'’e;J,`.") • mi Grpli"''om('V°'OOk5") 1nvohed i" 'hc k``~ 0fG,rmany’s 
om뻔 "'mm with 曲, ....,.. ,, 묘 i"“'’'김 on othG rl" '" 'he SC이d W따d W" ＇도p,'C ,he 
di ffmuh뇨, M• @ an, em沖a山집 thai i, ,' '̀"' im"'mn, a띠 떠 im戶S.ih l C ,'’ K hie" ~야마iau,m. ·'"e 
i-··~' “ - ·4l.L,‘ `mh "kin8, md we mu'’ mkc lhe c" on m 心 it. 

&m巳아止 n"O h,Mi的mjw.m 

. Dolin‘ W'" ＇hqm의 ’ak- • bn" ''mc; '’ , .. pmc"‘ "a' “ n c아’'＂r 邸 gc n,m’'ons. Ms Gqla '" 
h,"'＂탸묘 ’냐 it w" k라 · nG ,hc 노’’띠 w,마 Wa『 th미 Gcm”"' kcamc mor, ,中m' "' 
比in. `"'in. m 리마 i,. W따wbin臣, md 떠'from in' “ 四외` 

2. Tho ,..,, oo따 m山; 土•lin. mu, ,'E p•Sl i, .n · k . .. ·̀ ··노d p"'’ wiu, ,m ' 0마 i" ’iuu. Diffc"'" 
할~" " VRim, M,'. kcn Kkn硏"'•선 in "'i,” “다', .nd cvcn OOW ,hc" ', .,i ll work &心 m .,,,,,,, ••• 띠 .…J, '"‘ OO' '0 말야m ofvicdms (f이 ins'mc,, wom이 WOO 吹m fomcd m work •s 
“” "'"k mvc ooly mccmly 뇨o' ”"＇si心m)．

,. n " .. " '" &·ling wkh 山c msmnd k i5 0이 "'h"'C ,0 ¢Ec"omp"hc"'it COVCm. c in . ll 
'D, wc " ck D 心 WMc thi$ i' " , c"h oou"'” "'"' do • ll,, ca n in ,0 cmum tha' '" ”" wmn‘’ 
·· - ,中나’4, 

n:c ` C·k, ” ”"'' l m·SU~ 'hm지, in mms orOOw w` "'., , .. &ul dc.!in. wkh lhc "'’, 
n," ” 曲"' ’比 .. ,s ofj따”C 터 tm'h F여j"'icc, thc" ', " 'h thc ,05C"'iOO of 仁qm"＇"'. •nd ,hc '…4~. 아d따u" 虹 t뇨 wmms. mcm m" ' .," 比 c飾mm"c m ,따…七 ,hc tm'h (야· coooor. , ing 
r亡"ch mm h“저, m. blmg " " " 'O •chwcs, ac.). 

R ·'"f ' cam m ,. m • mmnka! k·_`’' wi" ＇여" 'O ,.ke, bu' " '""'ly akunhc "'"''OO Or 
"'"～‘卜;" &由 withm OO’ "'ay • nd o" agl야al levcl Tm n¢야1tatO cha땔뼈 'he w•y wc thmk 때 
P”쇼아r아’,,加, .,"＇b3"＇ OO~`lve& OU『 'd,"'it'O. 

Tbck 먀 f ,hckc 아 0 W• y mm ,uc w'"hE: 'h · e "'e' 'o monol'" 'on ,s m"'"" 'r - m facc up ,° 'hc 
’一'` ＇~' of山 .... , oo ma'k『 仙w h紅sh a띠 bi"C h may 比 (Gm ifi, .仙ws y야 OOw ugly you " 'OO『
仁 0 k)鬱 ... . 阮 kme md f正 up ,° '"' 'hs oo ma"『 how pmnful they may 比! (&mh To) 



,.mupA 

Gmup A mj” "'.inly f""" ." '.lking on 血 w"' ofc. mp•i'"· •nd d"idcd 
',nd OOt h흘nh h ,. "mC ,ym 1C C" " ' cy c'" OW ,hc diq,mnumcmSmi0"' OO 

" mc his'"'"' 町1 C ,0 ,hc puhl1C y0U'" ' . nkn` 血 ,Mmi ,hd’ '…~ 
id"' °n 야t thcm rl. ,cd ,° 'hc 1" 'um of 'hc 야cn forum Thcy&c,d" m 
""'c "k •'ml’ woj " '" '."'""rom - 'O, h. . 'st"'"' rc아ml, ．,,"＇ ’Lu, 
" S ll co) 

<.mupl)

^ "' okount*G mkc f…··-t;v· ·· •nd publishing ofh,＇’0아 'CX'OOO" ” ’ 'OO’ 
f ,h~i U『 『 own .""＂＇ '"'"＇"》『 "'""“' "nics l)i"u""'. omhc issuc. Group B 

：：：::묘,e,:'.','.'.;．검=s:노":::2麟,"：：';}:,,？ ”ni, ion of"＇입야 
G血L, ，

Gmup C •디"' 山mu釣 h"'0" “' u"''on s"'cm o" '’ 止und ,hc `0때 •따 
的w "ch co""'" 'mmys Wo『l d w.' “ in i', ,CMOOOk. We . ," plann여 0" ' 
f아 ’~ ""'' "'""'., 面 •nd m記h" OO’ 'O • Oklu"OO 'hm ooe should 
qu"＇虹 ,0CV아’"＇",．따 $仙“'d ,"'C" '0 어”s’鬱 (Mi" ”ymng &I 

Gmupl) 

w. . ,, . grd ,h"' C'wycoont" h길" '比imwn "며요’iv. m i’ "'gh, 比 h따 
'o mak• • unim h,SD” '.,,bk A• • t"'umn, 먀 ’hm‘"' of· mb.hi''"y 
'"＇亡마 while "ch coon" ’ 'ill publi' h it,, own n.tioml hI"0" '"'k"ks; 山
‘ub.hi"." '"'Dk w" ' i 試 'udc f·C, ' ` ,̀,hou, . ny 띠'"＇mc" ＇ `Wh con,cnt' 
,虹t may count"C·n •&mc wi'h (S.hwa Y心)
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GroupF d S 1 . －』··'.. "、- mj.y w., 'reu"d on hcmn‘evcwonC , '"K.V··-.'a,ioo or -一:
'hc fi0t lWo sub-lhmmc. n,,ally maching • O’'xn'"' on lhc k'’ Way lo brak 
& "andu.‘J、 L:,＿.. J th'"nou"'\u'"ally f "'" °"'"8 、 L ... ̀  .. 1s ofhi의아y 
'"'b고 ·nd morncilia,bn. w ll e W1 Ommuc t" th ink mom aOOO, 以w wecm 

’ pmE" ' OU『 COOC U$1ons m wa" tha’ `"'~' ou, key empha"' ” ms"'. (J, 
"yunl'e) 
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區""‘Augnm

Free A t Las t, Fre e A t Las t! 

：：：二z:$::~;：：：：,2:， zh,:;;':::.::':;?$虹
mord" ＇mDo때 'oh"" mnici"凶u... "menme 
Wd • "' K"""'yk,umhum• k、-··니"" ." ,,mi]ywithh'"' 
·대`C W'"mn Cmu따`'· ThGe mile Unf"mn.k’,． d따 "'k 
"' mmcimntsMd " .k •• "".,' ' "”'k ~_.~' ofhm,·"' 
山야iWhich i,,比 ,,"＇k K이mn k L;·k 4Jmd " '" "“c ln" 
Ui,0n., "', m외홑""＂O .. "' "d ,ocomc &ck • 
、'k. ；一·~ & m wge"bl' "up. & okm"ng uni" " 'W. Akr 

파 ,.nk,"" .... . ~•"~ :;;;~"::：：二s'0六2';•e;

三군드또뜨 三묘:：：：：k;군군· 
^'’岭땐h i' ` m m • '"己., mpy K·mn B'때函` whx h :, . 
K이如 f"4 s포b “ '"E •• ” 尸꼬”" ~"b " m mX fmi, 
,1b而.R야. 'h' "nici"" 'njoya '""＇따. Er ~ "nici" ' Md 
"e K~ 'wle 回ywi" dinIe mp""＇"따 "'u u c och 
b;＇ of학'c b이마’ “'ub“O. ak"k" ＇he 山句"' ohhe

f_. Ana 山 tnm,"' 
^＆『 hmchTim, ＇hemnkimn. E~- ·k 
D• 山“` kok"ne They 뇨d 4· . 

：：：e:＇::,:::::::::;亡:？:: (G"“ 四 J心)

Afte,,hel,meh, 
pmic;pon,5 ~''fdfi~11,' 
E"j아 'hmrfr요 ’ime/m 

one and a holfhour 

L려 .s 41W ,"'0 sOC 
S'orics on Iheirf," 'ime. 

` — Tk"" 

t모무 f，” 一_ 
'--- V으떠너 

'＃·조군쫓도느] " ZZ~ 

,:.,.군 
도~':~ ~::-꾸=":::::-

’ ' '•'<•) :=:.어• -" 
·구’'．"'.-， 
·· 宁"'i'一 ’·~'··· ... ' "~', ::::.=L,. _ ..... 

, om·-', . . ̂  r~`--·-- -

Exhibition Group Discussion: Way to The True 

Reconciliation 

On O u r Way For Discus s ion 

We · m alrc피y in the mlddle ofooT five ”" of 
this "uth fomm. UNESCO s따떠 from ilil• 
nmxntcnccor," oommutmn: ' Simx u 
남inmtkmindsofmen , his in 此 mi떠 of 

mn 山at b e defemQ ofE父e mus’ 比
oonstmco.’' Why & you lhink .OOul 山is

"ntm짜 T여ay, l Ould fully 血dc며md oo 
"is 山rou仙 lhe communicalioos wi" 띠w 
= mb<o, ,,d "'"'ro,h,re my ~I 
mfl"tions with yOO • ll fric叫s. This fG i • 
• ivhg mom l""" th리 1 cx"ct"'-l "n m 
excit떠 now! 

’ “m smm山 k"'“°尸·"＇ k .. 
&빠 o『 -. H,.;o,,_,m,••쇼m"f_다·" 

.... ., L4·-·"""sm'·'"ms 

.L. , , •• ,..," .. nbu .. "n 아山ctm血 

..... “나 ”터""" ... , "' ..., ... , …～·노 
To뇨y l .. “”., , , •••• ~`·여어 ,... .._．』 ... bcLm屯A""＇ • mEA •• & 

mC ’ 山° "w L나止·k …냐`·다;_ ... 
~' - ' ml"' m .... ,'m;dm*‘ 
k떠‘一 ' .. V따小',＇， mk'" .. 
나노;,' "뇨am4·; •• ym떠,_ 
... 心".＾，＇H나뇨L'-_戶七 ...... . 
오k…·4y.,., ，md-b I 

^scI더집“”-,-., ........ , .. " 
(E~ H~ Hro) " .. 소…x""m=my -－-－ _, .. ".., 

mt"myk'-'-· , •. .LIT-
Contmued 0n ,.,. , .., ."" "' '-·""＂"如田쇼., ," ... ” " 

~""山 ,l - o"E+一~－…. （均c"＇
.... , "' m由 s"", 미D '--'’, mm떠 '"'” 
'.“' L ’ ’’ "d 뇨年印"＇묘비 myk-｀ .. •. …· -. -j_L"더m 이 , , ') 

'어"'비 .. E· 「 l ’ 山뇨의아’따• 
山『 _ · · Uk +4~ .. "dkP"".,., 

" On.-」아 k•mx머h~'EL 

’ ’ ° 0도Wkmvcn) 

l요u •• 4, Aug. 12 幻어 마正SCO Intm山mal Yoo. ,mm, 
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Today's Miss ion 

m"* yOO •U for “” "며ci戶ton h d•ily 血"m

[ h야E you Dve L.,`…나 wi'h ou’ ’'"f mm가mm·nd 야ow선 yoor ."m.,bn:) 

G짜 ’ “歐" .... , •• t.,t •.. ~'따 md th. w. 屈""뇨0마"'" 印
뇨 ’""".....,coold dism"比 hmmy whi1e it B f""""'’ ... b ’”""' , , ,. miu"' .0n"e .. .. k사一ne'hr.weJ'· － . . • J,Mdtis”" 
"~' """"'. sr'"' p1 m f어 .. "mmcml mliey ” '" 'ysmm. 
,L- ".” 山"e 어'’ "'’ 巳w"'• ·`,; .. J9·· ".f· ·_,."" 曲的 OO-'mc ....... ,W m” "embk ,hinKng. w"', ．일C4 빅"" n., . 

특 

" ... 아’mc ;"L.9··f.…．"야U 比k~．‘’.…』． （J,血ny 知)

Gm띠, c-oa;_…_J 山아’ ·4 ·L ... J.me· .. “'"'"叫h We mme 
이터 • "it "'bn plm "m功 "“! mai. " d 印＂냐' ”'"'"&,,., ,. L*；“"""‘ cvmuWe h•ve&•心'oj "nQ Wy5 0'""di51ng 由e

i" * m m따서 W"" ~4~CL AI1 of(比 .~ ··L. ha心 峰C" 'h" ... 이' '"" 
&m"야야U E k 山 m止ing"in' “”"y kxt&心` ku 먀0UU & 
"虹"dI」노··_"lof曲 di"cmce. 0in H"ong Ki) 

Now, 臼 s ga cI"er to"ch o’泣 wi'h• ·尸cml 伊血·, M•ni,. , 

M•" 'to o hke· 요沼 요n2 난t in "＇"모·‘ We 퍄just m 阮 mlddle 
어 ’도 summG' ’따 WUI 戒c, • •• "' 아조·· ··-_－ . －-． md u따 •h.UM 됴 " .. C""-'"",M_md r" 요""I 파”"', ,dHmhim o'h"-kmw- '"" 
"'"'""야mdfrlm,' WcAre11'CWor/d, 

We Am Ihe Frimds. 

Be A Friend, Be Awesome! 

Gm다 D"＇． ,, ·디•"""＇"＇ityormtm디때’ ' ` 卜 ip
~:..... ., ：때戶Ii'kUnte""TI~'J"v.x'"”"n 比. , ] , 
_. ，_,：,.～"＇나 fumm""＇fu, ... ̀ . · 기 .J ,. 卜', Cw 
Ym) 

：：：z:7Ze;；．fzs=S=Z?,？::::;,：：：而nE
,． ’미山 Oe_＿ of由 "Utb山~g.g·m."'

."-··-'~4 中k-·_． ma. AL.m-上 we wi'’ 뇨•bk” "mnU k m 尸bhc
* ~ ”.JL.…·L f .... 녀"＇ in山 m!idcd &버"＇ ’"tm wh댜 
.... 야 P.,卜사· m ·”"'_ ,,y o" hi立mc티 ••••••••• ,. (Jm Moy."입 
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2. Contact Information 

Korean National Commission for UNESCO 

26 Myeongdong-gil (UNESCO Road), Jung-gu, Seoul, 100-810, 

Republic of Korea 

Tel.: 82-2-6958-4274 

Fax: 82-2-6958-4252 

Email: history@unesco.or.kr 

Websilte: www.unesco.or.kr 

Facebook: www.facebook.com/UNESCOIYF 

Sookmyung Women's University 

Sookmyung Women's University, Cheongpa-ro 47-gil 100 

(Cheongpa-dong 2(i)-ga), 

Yongsan-gu, Seoul, 140-742, Republic of Korea 

Te l.: 82-2-710-9114 

Fax: 82-2-718-2337 

Website: http://www.sookmyung.ac.kr 
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